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Koelnmesse - Global Competence in Food:

Koelnmesse is the leading trade fair organizer in

the food industry and related sectors. Trade fairs

such as the Anuga, the International Sweets &

Biscuits Fair (ISM) and Anuga Food Tec are

established world leaders. Koelnmesse not only

organizes food trade fairs in Cologne, Germany,

but also in further growth markets around the

globe, in Brazil, in China, in India, in Japan, in

Thailand, in Turkey and in the United Arab

Emirates. These global activities enable us to offer

our customers a network of events, which in turn

grant access to different markets and thus create

a basis for sustainable and stable international

business.

Overwhelming response from the

exhibitors and visitors and their feed back

has lead to the change of frequency and

the venue of International FoodTec India

& PackEx India in 2015.

Starting from 2015, these trade fairs will

become annual events that alternate

between the locations of New Delhi and

Mumbai. This will be an ideal platform to

food and drink processing and packaging technology suppliers to

explore the promising market of North India.

The food and beverage industry in India is continuously evolving.

According to Ministry of Food Processing Industries,Government

of India, factors like increasing spending on food products;

increasing nuclear families and working women; demand for

functional / neutraceutical products; growth of organized retail

and private label penetration; changing demographics and rise in

disposable incomes and increasing urbanization will lead to

healthy growth of food processing industry in the years to come.

To facilitate this growth, investments in processing facilities is a

must by both private enterprises and government.

International FoodTec India and PackEx India will highlight the

new trends and latest developments catering to the entire

manufacturing value chain – processing, packaging, quality

management and allied services and solutions.

Once organized, this trade fair will be the largest B2B exhibition

on food and drink technology and packaging material and

technology, which New Delhi has ever seen before. It is expected

to attract over 450 exhibitors from over 30 countries and over

12,000 trade visitors from India and abroad – predominantly

from the SAARC countries.

Ashwani Pande

Managing Director,KoelnmesseYATradefair Pvt. Ltd.

"An important and growing trade fair in our food technology portfolio, International

FoodTec India along with its concurrent trade fair, PackEx India has emerged as the

leading technology platform for the food & drink industry in the Indian sub-continent.

With growing international participation in terms of exhibitors and increasing number of

visitors from SAARC countries, International FoodTec India plays an important role in the

growth of food and beverage industry in the region."

- Gerald Boese, President and Chief Executive Officer, Koelnmesse GmbH



Huhtamaki PPL

HPPL has been in the complex world of

designing and producing packaging solutions

for over seventy five years. It is perhaps this

experience that places us in a unique position to

understand customer needs and design

optimum packaging solutions.

Huhtamaki's technical resources and product

lines have further strengthened our capability

to be a one-stop-shop for a wide variety of

consumer packaging products.

HPPL is the only packaging solutions provider

perhaps globally to offer, product across

Flexibles, Specialised Pouches, Labelling,

Specialised Cartons, Packaging Machines, Tube

Laminate, Holographic Options and Premium &

Promotions.Our products manufactured at four

s t a t e - o f - t h e - a r t , f u l l y i n t e g r a t e d

manufacturing facilities at Thane, Silvassa,

Hall 11
E 20

Hyderabad and Rudrapur offer comfort and

confidence, optimizing supply chain support for

our customers.

The Flexible product range meets the packaging

needs of almost the entire spectrum of FMCG

Segments including personal products, personal

wash, laundry, food, beverages, bakery products,

spices, chocolates& confectionery, diary etc.

We design innovative consumer packaging

solutions around our customer's needs.

Supported by a wealth of knowledge, our highly

skilled and experienced staff ensure complete

control and confidentiality, working with

individual customers for value creation from

product inception to product placement at

supermarket shelf. A high degree of our

resources are committed towards competence

in Quality Management, Hygiene and Safety

programs that ensure continuous success in

meeting stringent global standards for

manufacturing excellence.

PROFILES OF SOME OF THE EXHIBITORS
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Buhler (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Bühler is the global technology partner for

efficient production system, engineering

solutions and associated services in Food

Processing Industry. Bühler offers its customers

an integral range of services covering all process

stages of food production. Food Processing, a

Business Division of Bühler group is active in

India, since 1992 and offers various turnkey

solutions.

Solutions/Equipment's in;

· Chocolate processing

· Nuts,Cocoa &Coffee processing

· Pasta processing

· Extruded products processing

· &Drying, roasting toasting of food products

· Asian Noodles

Innovative extrusion processes without

limits:

Responding to the rapidly changing food

processing industry, Bühler is pleased to offer

versatile equipment for producing breakfast

cereals, snack foods, or food ingredients on a

commercial scale. With its extensive extrusion

know-how, Bühler is always in a position to

generate added value and success for any

product idea. Bühler offers an integral range of

products and services for all process stages –

from correct raw material handling, cooking

and shaping through extrusion to drying of the

extruded products. And this for all market

segments – from breakfast cereals and snack

foods to modified flours and starches,

texturised proteins or vitaminised rice. In short:

extrusion processes without limits.

Hall 12A
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Heat and Control (South Asia) Pvt. Ltd. Hall 12
A 05

Ishida is a leading manufacturer of weighing &

packaging equipment for the manufacturing,

distribution and retail industries.

The quality and reliability levels of CEIA metal

detection equipment are recognised through-

out the world. The CEIA THS 21 Conveyor

Inspection Systems revolutionise the food

market with available multi-spectrum

technology, maximum flexibility, enterprise

class performance,and breakthrough value.

S a n k o M a c h i n e r y i s a s p e c i a l i s t i n

manufacturing automatic packaging machines

to package various materials including powder,

granules, liquid and paste into small bags.

We look forward to seeing you at International

FoodTec India 2014,booth # B01.

For more information,

visit orwww.heatandcontrol.com

email info@heatandcontrol.com

Heat and Control Pty Ltd have been

manufacturing and servicing food processing

and packaging equipment for over sixty years

supplying our customers with systems for

baked and fried snacks, French fries, vegetables,

meats, poultry, industrial and commercial

products, product handling and packaging

systems.

With over 30 locations worldwide, Heat and

Control support our customers with locally

based manufacturing, engineering and product

development, along with field service, parts,

sales and training services. Our commitment is

to provide excellencethe latest technology and

in our standard of equipment as a means of

achieving productivity, flexibility and accuracy

in the design and manufacturing environment.

Exhibiting with Heat and Control, our brands,

Flavorite and Spray Dynamics, along with our

partners, Ishida, Ceia and Sanko provide the

"total systems approach" to food processing

operations. Offering customised solutions to

enable our customers to reach their distinctive

goals.

Flavorite Technologies located in Indore, India,

manufactures complementary technology to

the Heat and Control product range. Flavorite

snack food systems for processing potato chips,

pellets, namkeen and other snacks in smaller

capacities, and ideally suited to this emerging

market.

Spray Dynamics has been serving the snack

food industry since 1970. Spray Dynamics

builds applicators for oils, seasonings, vitamins,

tack and release agents, chocolate, yoghurt and

candy coatings, anti-oxidants, polishing wax,

and anti-clumping agents. The company

operates as Spray Dynamics, a Heat and Control

company.

Snack Food

Bakery & Confectionary

Pasta & Pellets

Sweets & Chocolates Frozen Snacks

Packaging

Kanchan Metals Private Limited is a company

dedicated to providing complete solutions to

the needs of food processors in India. We

par tner renowned internat ional food

processing equipment manufacturers and

provide the Indian market with quality

equipment and after sale service of the highest

standard.

From humble beginnings in the late 90's we

have emerged as a strong partner to our

customers serving them with specific need

based solutions at affordable prices while never

compromising on the quality of our equipment.

It with this philosophy in mind that our

company has started a first of its kind“customer

centre” in India where we stock certain

“We cover the entire market in India through our various locations in

Kolkata , New delhi , Bangalore & Nagpur."

Kanchan Metals Pvt. Ltd.
One stop complete solution for Food Processing

Hall 12
A 01

equipment from our Principal's for the purpose

of conduct ing t r ia l s and per forming

demonstrations for our customers.

We believe in judging our success by our ability

to meet the expectations of our customers and

Principal's and work with the aim of providing

global technology with local support.

We provide equipment and services in the

category of snack food, pasta & pellets , meat

processing, heat and eat foods, food service

equipment , frozen food , ready meals , bakery ,

sweets & confectionary processing , packaging ,

hygiene and quality control.

Hindustan Tin Works Ltd.
Hindustan Tin Works (HTW),

was established in 1958,

changed hands to thre

present management

the Bhatia Family, in

1977. The company has

grown since then from small scale operations to

the most modern leading Can making company

in India.

Our company ffer specialized expertise in theo

manufacturing of metal cans (Built-up and

Flattened) & metal ends catering to both Food /

Non-Food industries like Baby Foods, Cereals,

Coffee, Processed Foods (OTS), Paints, Pulps,

Pickles, Rasgullas, Shoe polish etc. We also

export printed sheets & components to 30

Countries.

Some of our esteemed clients include: Nestle

India Ltd. Reckitt Benckiser India Ltd Nutricia; ; ;

Haldiram Group D S Group Bikanerwala Asian; ; ;

Paints Britannia Industries Heinz (India) Pvt.; ;

Ltd. Abbott India Del Monte; ;

HTW is an ISO 9001 : 2008 and ISO 22000 :

2005CertifiedCompany.

http:// www.hindustantin.biz

email: sales@ hindustantin. co. in

Hall 11
D 62

Göçmen Machine Ind. Ltd. Co.
Our company was founded in late 1950s by

Sezai GÖÇMEN at Karaman Industrial Estate to

manufacture food production machines.

In present our company carries out turnkey

installment of wafer and chocolate machines.

Main reasons why customers prefer us are

experience and high quality. High quality is

maintained at all production stages. R&D

department studies on increasing capacity of

products, problem-free and reliable operation

of machines, and minimizing human power.The

company keeps track of new products in the

world markets and upgrading technology of its

own machines.

In present the company gathered together all of

its departments in one facility with area of 7500

m2 at Karaman Industrial Estate, and takes up

high rank among Turkey's manufacturers of

food production machinery.

Göçmen Makina offers the customers turnkey

solutions in delivery of wafer and chocolate

producing lines.

These solutions include installation and

operation of machines, product formula

information,and providing of product masters if

needed, and auxiliary equipment including

spare parts.

It provides the customers with the most

suitable formulas determined in relevant tests

at its own laboratory in order to ensure offering

delicious and appetizing products by food

producing companies.

Göçmen Makina maintains close relations with

its customers and dedicated itself to after-sale

services. It constantly keeps in touch with

customers from project stage to delivery, and

more.

The company undertakes to test the machines

at its own facilities before delivering them to

customers.

Göçmen Makina has developed all necessary

infrastructure in the best manner in order to

manufacture machines and aimed at

conducting production with great care.

Hall 12
A 16

Goma Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
GOMA ENGINEERING, a

company more than 30

y e a r s o l d , p ro v i d e s

Turnkey solutions from

concept to commissioning of Dairy & Food

Processing projects, such as building layout,

machinery layout, erection of the plant and

machinery, formulation of the products,

packaging development, setting up laboratory,

training to manpower,etc.

GOMA manufactures equipment l i ke

Homogeniser, Pasteuriser, Skid Mounted

Process modules, Crate Washers, Cup Filling &

Sealing machine, Centrifugal Pump, Continuous

Freezers.

GOMA turnkey projectsundertakes for Dairy,

Ice-cream, Yoghurt, Fruit Juice, Pulp, Tomato

Ketchup Processing lines.

Goma, an ISO 9001-2008 company,

headquartered at Majiwada, Thane, near

Mumbai (India), owns office building of 7,000

sq.ft. area with all modern amenities with SAP

program installed.

Goma's manufacturing

facility (1st Unit) 50 k.m.

away from Thane, sprawls

on 5 acre land with more

than 60,000 sq.ft. built up factory building with

modern amenities for material handling,

machining, assembling, testing, storing etc.

2nd Unit is situated at Pune for SS fabrication

Job.

Goma has a very well developed service

network to provide after-sales service to its

customers. Customer support is very strong,

with ready stock of each and every sub-

assembly, all kinds of spares available off-shelf,

and instant availability of technicians.

Goma has regional offices all over India i.e, at

Kolkata, Bangalore, Chennai, and Delhi, with

technically sound regional heads.

ExportsTo – Kenya ,Tanzania , Ethiopia ,Nigeria,

South Africa, Sudan, Australia, France, Malaysia,

Vietnam, Indonesia, Switzerland, U.A.E., Oman,

Algeria,Tashkent, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal ,

Bhutan,Burma etc.

Hall 12
A 14

Pavan Group

Pavan Group is among the worldwide leaders, in

the design and engineering of technologies and

integrated product lines for cereal based food.

We are a strong and solid organization, operating

in the food industry as global suppliers of

industrial solutions, from the handling of raw

materials to the final packaging. We operate in

the business through our eight prestigious

brands: Golfetto Sangati, Pavan, Mapimpianti,

Montoni,Toresani, Stiavelli, Dizma and Pizeta, all

leading Italian brands in the food processing

industry. These brands have become part of the

Group, thanks to a farsighted growth and

development strategy, aiming towards a broader

service offer and product portfolio. Today, these

companies can operate on individual basis or

jointly under an interlacing strategy covering all

the production process.

Pavan Group offers the widest range of

solutions for the production of all types of

pasta: long and short-cut dry pasta,nest shaped,

pre-cooked pasta, couscous, as well as

machineries for filled, flat, and extruded fresh

pasta, convenience food and gnocchi. They can

also provide dies, cutting systems, die washing

equipment, packaging lines for pasta, baked

goods, snacks and the food industry. Thanks to

this integrated and highly specialized supply

chain, joining technology, flexibility and

reliability all under the same name, Pavan

Group can give its outstanding engineering

services, all tailor-made to their clients'

requirements.

The Group provides a full service strategy that

goes from the research and development of

new products, to the project and design of

manufacturing plants, to the final after-sales

training and client services. In the years, Pavan

Group has strengthened its positioning and

brand image thanks to its top quality standards

and product performances.

With their over 60 year experience and

knowhow, their wide range portfolio covering

eight different specialized brands, its consistent

R&D investments, the Group can fully provide

highly sophisticated processes and automation

solutions, both for single technologies as for a

multidiscipline turnkey approach. The most

important and complex industries of the world,

work with a tailor-made solution developed by

Pavan, with great results from all point of views:

cost controlling,efficiency and product quality.

All our technological solutions are characterized

by extremely creative and highly personalized

projects. Today in fact, in the food industry,

excellence is not measured only by the product

taste, but also and mainly by the company

capability in creating innovation and fulfilling

their customers' continuous demand for new,

more efficient and more profitable solutions.

www.pavan.com

Hall 12A
B 01

Founded in1991

at S ingapore ,

Clearpack group

provides Best-in-

Class Packaging

mac h ines fo r

Primary, Secondary and End of line packaging

needs at optimal costs. We have a presence

across South East Asia, India, China, Middle East

and Europe. With 6 factories, 11 offices and a

dedicated team of packaging professionals, we

aim to deliver excellent value to our customers

by:

SolutionOrientation

- Provides solutions at optimal cost through

license manufacturing strategy where

possible, License manufacturing of Net

Weight Filling and End of Line machines in

our manufacturing facilities at China and

Malaysia

- Long term partners to customers - not mere

suppliers

Hall 11
E 40

Localisation

Local service and training support

- Quick response time enhances equipment

uptime

- Local project management teams

Best-in-Class Focus

- Offer products from industry leading

supplier-partners

- Vast packaging knowledge & industry

experience available to our customers

We cater to the needs of a large array of multi-

national, regional and local companies across

Food Beverage Personal care Home care; ; ;

We count companies like Unilever, P&G, J&J,

Nestle, Colgate, Kraft, Danone, Coca-Cola, Dole

Foods, Del Monte and many others in our

customer list.

We owe our success to our esteemed customers

and our reliable partners, both inspiring us to

deliver “Customer Delight” and not mere

satisfaction. It's an endeavour we take very

seriously.

Clearpack India Pvt. Ltd.



Huhtamaki PPL

HPPL has been in the complex world of

designing and producing packaging solutions

for over seventy five years. It is perhaps this

experience that places us in a unique position to

understand customer needs and design

optimum packaging solutions.

Huhtamaki's technical resources and product

lines have further strengthened our capability

to be a one-stop-shop for a wide variety of

consumer packaging products.

HPPL is the only packaging solutions provider

perhaps globally to offer, product across

Flexibles, Specialised Pouches, Labelling,

Specialised Cartons, Packaging Machines, Tube

Laminate, Holographic Options and Premium &

Promotions.Our products manufactured at four

s t a t e - o f - t h e - a r t , f u l l y i n t e g r a t e d

manufacturing facilities at Thane, Silvassa,

Hall 11
E 20

Hyderabad and Rudrapur offer comfort and

confidence, optimizing supply chain support for

our customers.

The Flexible product range meets the packaging

needs of almost the entire spectrum of FMCG

Segments including personal products, personal

wash, laundry, food, beverages, bakery products,

spices, chocolates& confectionery, diary etc.

We design innovative consumer packaging

solutions around our customer's needs.

Supported by a wealth of knowledge, our highly

skilled and experienced staff ensure complete

control and confidentiality, working with

individual customers for value creation from

product inception to product placement at

supermarket shelf. A high degree of our

resources are committed towards competence

in Quality Management, Hygiene and Safety

programs that ensure continuous success in

meeting stringent global standards for

manufacturing excellence.

PROFILES OF SOME OF THE EXHIBITORS
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Buhler (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Bühler is the global technology partner for

efficient production system, engineering

solutions and associated services in Food

Processing Industry. Bühler offers its customers

an integral range of services covering all process

stages of food production. Food Processing, a

Business Division of Bühler group is active in

India, since 1992 and offers various turnkey

solutions.

Solutions/Equipment's in;

· Chocolate processing

· Nuts,Cocoa &Coffee processing

· Pasta processing

· Extruded products processing

· &Drying, roasting toasting of food products

· Asian Noodles

Innovative extrusion processes without

limits:

Responding to the rapidly changing food

processing industry, Bühler is pleased to offer

versatile equipment for producing breakfast

cereals, snack foods, or food ingredients on a

commercial scale. With its extensive extrusion

know-how, Bühler is always in a position to

generate added value and success for any

product idea. Bühler offers an integral range of

products and services for all process stages –

from correct raw material handling, cooking

and shaping through extrusion to drying of the

extruded products. And this for all market

segments – from breakfast cereals and snack

foods to modified flours and starches,

texturised proteins or vitaminised rice. In short:

extrusion processes without limits.

Hall 12A
C 18
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Heat and Control (South Asia) Pvt. Ltd. Hall 12
A 05

Ishida is a leading manufacturer of weighing &

packaging equipment for the manufacturing,

distribution and retail industries.

The quality and reliability levels of CEIA metal

detection equipment are recognised through-

out the world. The CEIA THS 21 Conveyor

Inspection Systems revolutionise the food

market with available multi-spectrum

technology, maximum flexibility, enterprise

class performance,and breakthrough value.

S a n k o M a c h i n e r y i s a s p e c i a l i s t i n

manufacturing automatic packaging machines

to package various materials including powder,

granules, liquid and paste into small bags.

We look forward to seeing you at International

FoodTec India 2014,booth # B01.

For more information,

visit orwww.heatandcontrol.com

email info@heatandcontrol.com

Heat and Control Pty Ltd have been

manufacturing and servicing food processing

and packaging equipment for over sixty years

supplying our customers with systems for

baked and fried snacks, French fries, vegetables,

meats, poultry, industrial and commercial

products, product handling and packaging

systems.

With over 30 locations worldwide, Heat and

Control support our customers with locally

based manufacturing, engineering and product

development, along with field service, parts,

sales and training services. Our commitment is

to provide excellencethe latest technology and

in our standard of equipment as a means of

achieving productivity, flexibility and accuracy

in the design and manufacturing environment.

Exhibiting with Heat and Control, our brands,

Flavorite and Spray Dynamics, along with our

partners, Ishida, Ceia and Sanko provide the

"total systems approach" to food processing

operations. Offering customised solutions to

enable our customers to reach their distinctive

goals.

Flavorite Technologies located in Indore, India,

manufactures complementary technology to

the Heat and Control product range. Flavorite

snack food systems for processing potato chips,

pellets, namkeen and other snacks in smaller

capacities, and ideally suited to this emerging

market.

Spray Dynamics has been serving the snack

food industry since 1970. Spray Dynamics

builds applicators for oils, seasonings, vitamins,

tack and release agents, chocolate, yoghurt and

candy coatings, anti-oxidants, polishing wax,

and anti-clumping agents. The company

operates as Spray Dynamics, a Heat and Control

company.

Snack Food

Bakery & Confectionary

Pasta & Pellets

Sweets & Chocolates Frozen Snacks

Packaging

Kanchan Metals Private Limited is a company

dedicated to providing complete solutions to

the needs of food processors in India. We

par tner renowned internat ional food

processing equipment manufacturers and

provide the Indian market with quality

equipment and after sale service of the highest

standard.

From humble beginnings in the late 90's we

have emerged as a strong partner to our

customers serving them with specific need

based solutions at affordable prices while never

compromising on the quality of our equipment.

It with this philosophy in mind that our

company has started a first of its kind“customer

centre” in India where we stock certain

“We cover the entire market in India through our various locations in

Kolkata , New delhi , Bangalore & Nagpur."

Kanchan Metals Pvt. Ltd.
One stop complete solution for Food Processing

Hall 12
A 01

equipment from our Principal's for the purpose

of conduct ing t r ia l s and per forming

demonstrations for our customers.

We believe in judging our success by our ability

to meet the expectations of our customers and

Principal's and work with the aim of providing

global technology with local support.

We provide equipment and services in the

category of snack food, pasta & pellets , meat

processing, heat and eat foods, food service

equipment , frozen food , ready meals , bakery ,

sweets & confectionary processing , packaging ,

hygiene and quality control.

Hindustan Tin Works Ltd.
Hindustan Tin Works (HTW),

was established in 1958,

changed hands to thre

present management

the Bhatia Family, in

1977. The company has

grown since then from small scale operations to

the most modern leading Can making company

in India.

Our company ffer specialized expertise in theo

manufacturing of metal cans (Built-up and

Flattened) & metal ends catering to both Food /

Non-Food industries like Baby Foods, Cereals,

Coffee, Processed Foods (OTS), Paints, Pulps,

Pickles, Rasgullas, Shoe polish etc. We also

export printed sheets & components to 30

Countries.

Some of our esteemed clients include: Nestle

India Ltd. Reckitt Benckiser India Ltd Nutricia; ; ;

Haldiram Group D S Group Bikanerwala Asian; ; ;

Paints Britannia Industries Heinz (India) Pvt.; ;

Ltd. Abbott India Del Monte; ;

HTW is an ISO 9001 : 2008 and ISO 22000 :

2005CertifiedCompany.

http:// www.hindustantin.biz

email: sales@ hindustantin. co. in

Hall 11
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Göçmen Machine Ind. Ltd. Co.
Our company was founded in late 1950s by

Sezai GÖÇMEN at Karaman Industrial Estate to

manufacture food production machines.

In present our company carries out turnkey

installment of wafer and chocolate machines.

Main reasons why customers prefer us are

experience and high quality. High quality is

maintained at all production stages. R&D

department studies on increasing capacity of

products, problem-free and reliable operation

of machines, and minimizing human power.The

company keeps track of new products in the

world markets and upgrading technology of its

own machines.

In present the company gathered together all of

its departments in one facility with area of 7500

m2 at Karaman Industrial Estate, and takes up

high rank among Turkey's manufacturers of

food production machinery.

Göçmen Makina offers the customers turnkey

solutions in delivery of wafer and chocolate

producing lines.

These solutions include installation and

operation of machines, product formula

information,and providing of product masters if

needed, and auxiliary equipment including

spare parts.

It provides the customers with the most

suitable formulas determined in relevant tests

at its own laboratory in order to ensure offering

delicious and appetizing products by food

producing companies.

Göçmen Makina maintains close relations with

its customers and dedicated itself to after-sale

services. It constantly keeps in touch with

customers from project stage to delivery, and

more.

The company undertakes to test the machines

at its own facilities before delivering them to

customers.

Göçmen Makina has developed all necessary

infrastructure in the best manner in order to

manufacture machines and aimed at

conducting production with great care.

Hall 12
A 16

Goma Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
GOMA ENGINEERING, a

company more than 30

y e a r s o l d , p ro v i d e s

Turnkey solutions from

concept to commissioning of Dairy & Food

Processing projects, such as building layout,

machinery layout, erection of the plant and

machinery, formulation of the products,

packaging development, setting up laboratory,

training to manpower,etc.

GOMA manufactures equipment l i ke

Homogeniser, Pasteuriser, Skid Mounted

Process modules, Crate Washers, Cup Filling &

Sealing machine, Centrifugal Pump, Continuous

Freezers.

GOMA turnkey projectsundertakes for Dairy,

Ice-cream, Yoghurt, Fruit Juice, Pulp, Tomato

Ketchup Processing lines.

Goma, an ISO 9001-2008 company,

headquartered at Majiwada, Thane, near

Mumbai (India), owns office building of 7,000

sq.ft. area with all modern amenities with SAP

program installed.

Goma's manufacturing

facility (1st Unit) 50 k.m.

away from Thane, sprawls

on 5 acre land with more

than 60,000 sq.ft. built up factory building with

modern amenities for material handling,

machining, assembling, testing, storing etc.

2nd Unit is situated at Pune for SS fabrication

Job.

Goma has a very well developed service

network to provide after-sales service to its

customers. Customer support is very strong,

with ready stock of each and every sub-

assembly, all kinds of spares available off-shelf,

and instant availability of technicians.

Goma has regional offices all over India i.e, at

Kolkata, Bangalore, Chennai, and Delhi, with

technically sound regional heads.

ExportsTo – Kenya ,Tanzania , Ethiopia ,Nigeria,

South Africa, Sudan, Australia, France, Malaysia,

Vietnam, Indonesia, Switzerland, U.A.E., Oman,

Algeria,Tashkent, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal ,

Bhutan,Burma etc.
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Pavan Group

Pavan Group is among the worldwide leaders, in

the design and engineering of technologies and

integrated product lines for cereal based food.

We are a strong and solid organization, operating

in the food industry as global suppliers of

industrial solutions, from the handling of raw

materials to the final packaging. We operate in

the business through our eight prestigious

brands: Golfetto Sangati, Pavan, Mapimpianti,

Montoni,Toresani, Stiavelli, Dizma and Pizeta, all

leading Italian brands in the food processing

industry. These brands have become part of the

Group, thanks to a farsighted growth and

development strategy, aiming towards a broader

service offer and product portfolio. Today, these

companies can operate on individual basis or

jointly under an interlacing strategy covering all

the production process.

Pavan Group offers the widest range of

solutions for the production of all types of

pasta: long and short-cut dry pasta,nest shaped,

pre-cooked pasta, couscous, as well as

machineries for filled, flat, and extruded fresh

pasta, convenience food and gnocchi. They can

also provide dies, cutting systems, die washing

equipment, packaging lines for pasta, baked

goods, snacks and the food industry. Thanks to

this integrated and highly specialized supply

chain, joining technology, flexibility and

reliability all under the same name, Pavan

Group can give its outstanding engineering

services, all tailor-made to their clients'

requirements.

The Group provides a full service strategy that

goes from the research and development of

new products, to the project and design of

manufacturing plants, to the final after-sales

training and client services. In the years, Pavan

Group has strengthened its positioning and

brand image thanks to its top quality standards

and product performances.

With their over 60 year experience and

knowhow, their wide range portfolio covering

eight different specialized brands, its consistent

R&D investments, the Group can fully provide

highly sophisticated processes and automation

solutions, both for single technologies as for a

multidiscipline turnkey approach. The most

important and complex industries of the world,

work with a tailor-made solution developed by

Pavan, with great results from all point of views:

cost controlling,efficiency and product quality.

All our technological solutions are characterized

by extremely creative and highly personalized

projects. Today in fact, in the food industry,

excellence is not measured only by the product

taste, but also and mainly by the company

capability in creating innovation and fulfilling

their customers' continuous demand for new,

more efficient and more profitable solutions.

www.pavan.com
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Founded in1991

at S ingapore ,

Clearpack group

provides Best-in-

Class Packaging

mac h ines fo r

Primary, Secondary and End of line packaging

needs at optimal costs. We have a presence

across South East Asia, India, China, Middle East

and Europe. With 6 factories, 11 offices and a

dedicated team of packaging professionals, we

aim to deliver excellent value to our customers

by:

SolutionOrientation

- Provides solutions at optimal cost through

license manufacturing strategy where

possible, License manufacturing of Net

Weight Filling and End of Line machines in

our manufacturing facilities at China and

Malaysia

- Long term partners to customers - not mere

suppliers
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Localisation

Local service and training support

- Quick response time enhances equipment

uptime

- Local project management teams

Best-in-Class Focus

- Offer products from industry leading

supplier-partners

- Vast packaging knowledge & industry

experience available to our customers

We cater to the needs of a large array of multi-

national, regional and local companies across

Food Beverage Personal care Home care; ; ;

We count companies like Unilever, P&G, J&J,

Nestle, Colgate, Kraft, Danone, Coca-Cola, Dole

Foods, Del Monte and many others in our

customer list.

We owe our success to our esteemed customers

and our reliable partners, both inspiring us to

deliver “Customer Delight” and not mere

satisfaction. It's an endeavour we take very

seriously.

Clearpack India Pvt. Ltd.
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In a short period, Economode has carved a nice

for itself in the Snack Food Industry. This young

organization was born in 2001 and ever since has

acquired enviable mind space in an industry

teeming with competition and marked by a high

degree of disorganization. Beginning with

developing snack food equipment, Economode

has now broached out into multiple forays such

as product and Process consulting, Innovation in

Technology and facilities (plants), product

development, new product line concepts and

more. Economode has already set benchmarks

for productivity and quality with ground

breaking equipment design. Harnessing the

power of basic technology, this equipment has

arrived as a breath of fresh air and has been

adopted eagerly by large, well established snack

food market players as a natural extension to

their proven expertise in equipment design and

development. Economode has also effected

radical changes in the parameters of production

control, process efficiencies and facilities layouts.

As soon as Economode developed technology

started to deliver instantaneous results where

i m p l e m e n t e d , m a ny m a r k e t p l ay e r s

reevaluated their existing technology and

process and sought premier consulting services

from Economode.So, the growth of Economode

was largely a product of its through leadership

that rekindled the awareness of market players.

Today, Economode is high on the radar of large,

medium and niche market players who are

looking at intelligent consulting, products and
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services that deliver quick Return On

Investment (ROI) and can be sustained as long

term benefit. Barely 7 years old, Economode is

set to scale greater heights in this market.

ApplicationAreas

Providing high quality solutions and equipment

to food processing industry, we cater our

equipment and services for the following

processes: Vegetables Processing; Snack Food

Processing; Namkeen Processing; Ready to Eat;

Sweets;Slicing;Water removal; Frying;Heating

Our Infrastructure

We uphold a state-of-the-art infrastructure

base which conforms to the standards of

international level in terms of various kinds of

facilities.Our manufacturing unit is spread over

a total plot area of 4000 sq. ft., with optimum

installed capacity that is sufficient to prove our

capacity in terms of robust infrastructure. We

have equipped this spacious unit with necessary

machines and equipment that facilitate

flawless production of our wide range of food

p r o c e s s i n g m a c h i n e s . S o m e o f t h e

manufacturing facilities installed at our

production plant are as follows: Plate bending

machine; Argon welding machine; Plate cutting

machine; Shearing Machine; Lathe Machine;

Drilling Machine

We have maintained an advanced in-house

designing section which is empowered with

latest designing facilities that are proficiently

utilized for creating viable designs for the

purpose of innovative food processing

machines. Further, we also undertake regular

technical up-gradation works for our

manufacturing facilities in order to maintain

superior production level.

Fristam Pumps (India) Pvt. Ltd.

quality awareness that is reflected along the

entire value chain.

Optimum Solutions

Fristam offers solutions precisely matched to

your specific application.This approach ensures

an optimal pumping, blending, or mixing

system you can depend on.

Fristam's Commitment

Fristam Pumps manufactures the sturdiest

products in the industry. Our design reduces

repair/replacement cost, downtime and energy

consumption, and therefore yields high lifetime

value. Fristam is one of the most accessible

equipment companies in the world. Fristam's

dedication and quality service do not end with

your initial purchase. An international network

of manufacturing facilities, sales offices and

distribution supports Fristam's commitment to

customer satisfaction.

The German art of engineering for maximum

food safety

Hygiene is in our genes: for over a hundred years

Fristam has been producing machines of

unrivalled quality that provide outstanding

product safety. Our products meet the highest

in te rnat iona l s tandards fo r hygiene ,

performance and production quality. Over the

generations, Fristam has established itself as the

leading manufacturer of high quality sanitary

stainless steel pumps. Today, Fristam pumps,

mixers, and blenders can be found in many of

the world's top beverage, brewing, bio-

pharmaceut ica l and food process ing

companies. With an international network of

manufacturing sites, sales offices and

distributors, Fristam products are in service and

respected as a benchmark of quality worldwide.

Fristam's extraordinary in-house production

depth, strict criteria for the qualification of our

staff, combined with the accumulated

experience of more than a century, underpin a
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Technofour Electronics Pvt. Ltd. is known as

reputed manufacturer in Product Checking

Systems, namely, Metal Detectors and

Checkweighers from India. We cater needs in

Pharmaceutical , Food, FMCG, Chemical

industries for product checking systems from

more than four decades.

We are having more than 15000 and 3500

insta l lat ions of Metal Detectors and

Checkweighers respectively across India and

abroad with having wide Service support

arrangements.

We have recognition for Customized solution

provider based on application requirement.Our

Metal Detectors and Checkweigher systems are

digitalized and at par with the best available in

market today, which definately fulfills the user

requirements.

Catalis Packaging Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

D S Paper Tech Private Limited

NKP Pharma Pvt. Ltd.

Catalis Packaging Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

provides complete packing solutions. We at

Catalis design and manufacture packing

technology for food, pharma, chemical and

agriculture sectors.

Catalis offers world class quality, reliability,

hassle-free performance and competitive

pricing for its machines.

These are fully automatic servo driven vertical

form, fill and seal machines suitable for packing

of products like pesticides, masalas, namkins,

wafers, grains and liquids as well.

Catalis also manufactures machines for bulk

packing of pulses from 5 to 50Kgs. It also

manufactures customized machines for various

specific applications.

The machines are built by following world class

manufacturing process, right from the

D S Paper Tech Private Limited

proficiently cater's to your search for

exceptional packaging products and

services. Some of the most capable

brains and talent from the packaging

and printing industry work as a team at

our premises to entertain varied needs of clients

from different industrial backgrounds.

Along with marketing and branding come other

purposes like quality, extended shelf-life, safety,

customization and low-cost packaging and our

line of business meet each valuably. As a new

age packaging solution provider in India, we

blend experience, creative excellence and

technology to let every product have exclusive

and compelling appearance. Our efforts

contribute only towards quality and not

towards prices. We are committed to make

innovation affordable and rewarding.

“N.K.P.” is one of the Leading

manufacturer & Exporter of

advance Packaging Machineries

widely used in Pharmaceutical

Industry and Food Industry with a

history spanning over 27 yrs.“N.K.P.” have been

expanding its Capacity by Continuous

upgrading to new technology & innovations

over the time. We Manufacture and Export

Machines like : Unscramblers; Bottle Washing

Machine; Air jet Cleaning Machines; Powder

Filling Machines; Liquid Filling Machines; Cap

Sealing Machines; Inspection Machines; Sticker

Labelling Machines.

From the above listed Machines that we

manufacture, Sticker Labelling Machines are

wide ly used in many indust r i e s l i ke

Pharmaceutical, Food, Cosmetic & Agriculture.

These machines are suitable for Labelling on

Round Containers for wrap around Labelling &

Flat Containers for Front & Back Side Labelling.

This machines are also equipped with Printer for

2D Barcode, OCR/ OCV Printing along with

Online Camera Inspection & Rejection System

for checking of 2D Barcode / Pharmacode /OCR

/ OCV. There are also different output speeds

available. The Machines that we manufacture

are as per cGMP Standards & Guidelines and

well accepted in Domestic the International

Market as well. NKP has got a very good

Infrastructure for manufacturing and exporting

of its products. We have got 5 Manufacturing

setup which includes a dedicated FAT

(FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TEST) Area for ready

machines having all the required utilities,

Dedicated Premises for Workshop having CNC
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components to the final assembly. A fool proof

testing process is also being followed.

Catalis machines are superior and designed for

smooth operation and easy maintenance. We

also have an experienced team for installation

and after sales support.

The company has relentlessly gained

experience by successfully meeting

specific and individual needs of clients

ha i l i ng f rom d ive r se indus t ry

backgrounds. We have continuously

updated our products to cater to the

growing diverse demands of packaging. Our

company had forayed into Flexible Packaging

(Rolls & Pouches), Duplex/Corrugated Cartons,

MetPet Boxes, Wedding Sweet Boxes, Wedding

Invitation Cards, Zipper Proles (for any type of

pouches).

“Share your needs and ideas and we shall treat

them with innovation and finesse to make your

product speak for itself."

Machines from Haas-USA & DMG-Germany,

VMC Machine and Turn Mill. Dedicated

Assembly Floor for Machines etc. Today NKP

has maximum inhouse facility which results in

timely delivery of machines as committed.

N.K.P. Pharma is striding ahead with utmost

dedication on the path of the growth by having

mission to be one of the premier providers of

high quality Packaging Machineries, Spares and

Services with International standards. We have

become one of the industry leaders in India &

are growing by upgrading to latest technology

with the vision of delivering sophisticated

technology in cost effective manner to our

clients.We have a special R&DTeam who are in

the Continuous Process of upgrading our

Systems after understanding the ongoing

Technology and the requirement of our clients.

We have Exported our machines to more than

24 countries like: 1)USA, 2)Ireland, 3)France,

4)Russia, 5)Argentina, 6)Brazil, 7)Mexico,

8 )Tu r key, 9 ) Eg yp t , 1 0 )Sy r i a , 1 1 ) I ran ,

12)Philippines, 13)Malaysia, 14)Singapore,

15)Tanzania, 16)Nigeria, 17)Kenya, 18)Ghana,

19)Vietnam, 20)Dubai, 21)Bangladesh, 22)Sri

Lanka,23)Nepal & 24)Pakistan.

Hamriyah Free Zone Authority (HFZA)
The UAE's Hamriyah Free Zone

Authority (HFZA) is currently on the

threshold of developing new horizons

in growth under the helm of a dynamic

new Director, Mr. Saud Salim Al

Mazrouei.

Founded in 1995, HFZA's goal of

creating a robust business environment by

meeting the needs and demands of its investors

to facilitate their operations have seen it

emerge as the second largest free zone in the

UAE,attracting over $3 billion FDI,houses 6,000

companies from across 156 nations, welcoming

foreign investment from more than 500

industries in the key sectors of oil & gas,

petrochemicals, maritime, steel, construction,

and food.
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“HFZA was created with a vision to

empower and foster businesses by

stimulating industrial and economic

growth in an environment free of

bureaucracy and red tape,” explains

Saud Al Mazrouei. “Today, it is the

Middle East's fastest license issuing

free zone taking only a 2-hour processing time

for clearing licensing formalities.”

Hamriyah Free Zone opened the first phase of

Food Plastic & Packaging zone with total

leasable area of 380,000 square meters and will

shortly launch the first phase of the 140,000 sq

m Logistics Park. HFZA offers a range of services

and facilities for both multinational firms

looking to expand operations and budding

entrepreneurs with big dreams.

Russell Finex Sieves & Filters Pvt. Ltd.
Established

i n 1 9 3 4 ,

Russell Finex

specializes in

sieving and

f i l t r a t i o n

equipment

suited to many processing industries such as

pharmaceuticals, food, chemicals, metals,

paint/coating, ceramics. Their wide range of

separation solutions include vibro screens, vibro

sifters, automatic self-cleaning strainers and

ultrasonic deblinding systems.

Russell Finex believe in testing product

machines before making purchases and have

therefore equipped their four main sites in India,

UK, USA and Belgium with the latest testing

and research technologies.
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An extensive range of products will be on

display at their stand:

· The Russell Compact Sieve - the ideal

m a c h i n e f o r r e m o v i n g o v e r s i z e

contamination from liquid or powder

products.

· The Finex Ultima™ - the vibro screen of

choice for companies looking to grade wet

or dry products on up to 5 fractions.

· The Self-Cleaning Russell Eco Filter -

removing oversize contamination from 10

micron or above without the need for filter

bags or cartridges.

· The Vibrasonic® Deblinding System -

designed to eliminate the blinding or

blocking of the vibro screen mesh.

Russell Finex are able to provide custom built

solutions to suit your unique requirements.Visit

Russell Finex at Hall No 11, Stand K-35 at

International FoodTec India exhibition to see

the range of screening and filtration solutions.

Burkert Contromatic Pvt Ltd
We Welcome you to

t h e Fa s c i n a t i n g

World of Burkert

Burkert Contromatic

Pvt Ltd are the leading manufacturer of control

and measuring systems for fluids and gases.

Our products and systems cover the complete

control loop and have a wide variety of

applications, from breweries and laboratories to

medical engineering and space technology.

A broad range like this requires one thing above

all: to think that decisive step ahead or

sometimes across.

Nothing But Fluids on our Mind: Our products

have a wide variety of applications and are used

in a number of industries such as Water

Treatment & Cooling Systems, Hygienic

Process ing , Steam, Gas Handl ing and

Microfluidics.

PRODUCTS: Solenoid Valve (Gas , Liquid &

Aggressive Media Process Valves and);

Positioners (Control Valve , Diaphragm Valves ,

MultiWay Blocks) Proportional SolenoidValves; ;

Mass Flow Controllers / Meter [Gas Flow Meter ,

Liquid Flow Meter] Analysis Sensors (pH ,;

Conductivity , ORP) Sensors and Transmitters;

(Flow , Level , Temp , Pressure) Pneumatic;

Systems (With ATEX Zone 0 , Zone 1 , Zone 2);

Micro Fluidics BBS silicon Hose & Connectivity;

[Sterile Fittings] All above products with;

HygienicApprovals & Standards

No Fluid Flows past us.

Everything FlowsTogether inTheseADDRESS :

Email: sales.in@burkert.com www.burkert.in;

WhereverYouAre,WeAre Not FarAway
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La-Belle Machinery Pvt Ltd

La-Belle Machinery Pvt Ltd is a company

engaged in the Manufacturing of Form Fill &

SealType Pouch Packing Machines since last 26

years, and has gained a reputation of supplying

Pouch Pack Machines of the highest quality at

most reasonable Price, with excellent Spare &

Service Backup.

La-Belle manufactures a range of Pouch Packing

Machines, covering different products,

grammages, packaging material, etc. It also

engages in the custom designing & manufa-

cturing of specialized packaging concepts. All

bought outs are from quality conscious and

standard companies. La-Belle manufactures

Pouch Pack Machines from 10 gms to 5 Kgs of

products in powder or solid form. It has both

Table Draw as well as Belt Draw Models.

Recently it has introduced its High speed

Continuous Motion Machines which give

outputs of 120 pouches per minute. In fillers it

offers Servo Auger Fillers for highest accuracy &

outputs for powders; Multi Head Combination

Weighers for solid & random products in 10 / 14

/ 24 heads depending on Client's requirement.

Multi Track Machines for powders, single dose

liquids like shampoos, supari's, are also offered.

La-Belle also manufacture's Gross Bag filler's up

to 100 Kgs. The catalogue enclosed herewith

gives a picture of the range of pouch packing

machines manufactured by La-Belle.

La-Belle's Full fledged Factory is located in

MIDC Area Ambad, Nashik,- Maharashtra. It has
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a l l the mach ine ry requ i red fo r i t i s

manufacturing activity. It also has a well-

developed network for precise gear cutting,

HeatTreatment, & Grinding Facilities, which are

a necessity hardware base for manufacturing

quality machinery.

La-Belle started its manufacturing in 1989, &

supplies machines throughout India and

Exports to Nigeria, SriLanka, Middle East,

Bangladesh, Sudan, Korea, etc. La-Belle is

getting repeat orders from its satisfied clients,

which is an indication of its quality and value for

money which is the company's goal.

La-Belle believes in value for money, hence

product pricing is reasonable compared to

competitors specially taking into account the

standard reputed make components and the

Enhanced features obtained from the Machines

especially with respect to productivity and

accuracy & infinite life for the machines.
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In a short period, Economode has carved a nice

for itself in the Snack Food Industry. This young

organization was born in 2001 and ever since has

acquired enviable mind space in an industry

teeming with competition and marked by a high

degree of disorganization. Beginning with

developing snack food equipment, Economode

has now broached out into multiple forays such

as product and Process consulting, Innovation in

Technology and facilities (plants), product

development, new product line concepts and

more. Economode has already set benchmarks

for productivity and quality with ground

breaking equipment design. Harnessing the

power of basic technology, this equipment has

arrived as a breath of fresh air and has been

adopted eagerly by large, well established snack

food market players as a natural extension to

their proven expertise in equipment design and

development. Economode has also effected

radical changes in the parameters of production

control, process efficiencies and facilities layouts.

As soon as Economode developed technology

started to deliver instantaneous results where

i m p l e m e n t e d , m a ny m a r k e t p l ay e r s

reevaluated their existing technology and

process and sought premier consulting services

from Economode.So, the growth of Economode

was largely a product of its through leadership

that rekindled the awareness of market players.

Today, Economode is high on the radar of large,

medium and niche market players who are

looking at intelligent consulting, products and
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services that deliver quick Return On

Investment (ROI) and can be sustained as long

term benefit. Barely 7 years old, Economode is

set to scale greater heights in this market.

ApplicationAreas

Providing high quality solutions and equipment

to food processing industry, we cater our

equipment and services for the following

processes: Vegetables Processing; Snack Food

Processing; Namkeen Processing; Ready to Eat;

Sweets;Slicing;Water removal; Frying;Heating

Our Infrastructure

We uphold a state-of-the-art infrastructure

base which conforms to the standards of

international level in terms of various kinds of

facilities.Our manufacturing unit is spread over

a total plot area of 4000 sq. ft., with optimum

installed capacity that is sufficient to prove our

capacity in terms of robust infrastructure. We

have equipped this spacious unit with necessary

machines and equipment that facilitate

flawless production of our wide range of food

p r o c e s s i n g m a c h i n e s . S o m e o f t h e

manufacturing facilities installed at our

production plant are as follows: Plate bending

machine; Argon welding machine; Plate cutting

machine; Shearing Machine; Lathe Machine;

Drilling Machine

We have maintained an advanced in-house

designing section which is empowered with

latest designing facilities that are proficiently

utilized for creating viable designs for the

purpose of innovative food processing

machines. Further, we also undertake regular

technical up-gradation works for our

manufacturing facilities in order to maintain

superior production level.

Fristam Pumps (India) Pvt. Ltd.

quality awareness that is reflected along the

entire value chain.

Optimum Solutions

Fristam offers solutions precisely matched to

your specific application.This approach ensures

an optimal pumping, blending, or mixing

system you can depend on.

Fristam's Commitment

Fristam Pumps manufactures the sturdiest

products in the industry. Our design reduces

repair/replacement cost, downtime and energy

consumption, and therefore yields high lifetime

value. Fristam is one of the most accessible

equipment companies in the world. Fristam's

dedication and quality service do not end with

your initial purchase. An international network

of manufacturing facilities, sales offices and

distribution supports Fristam's commitment to

customer satisfaction.

The German art of engineering for maximum

food safety

Hygiene is in our genes: for over a hundred years

Fristam has been producing machines of

unrivalled quality that provide outstanding

product safety. Our products meet the highest

in te rnat iona l s tandards fo r hygiene ,

performance and production quality. Over the

generations, Fristam has established itself as the

leading manufacturer of high quality sanitary

stainless steel pumps. Today, Fristam pumps,

mixers, and blenders can be found in many of

the world's top beverage, brewing, bio-

pharmaceut ica l and food process ing

companies. With an international network of

manufacturing sites, sales offices and

distributors, Fristam products are in service and

respected as a benchmark of quality worldwide.

Fristam's extraordinary in-house production

depth, strict criteria for the qualification of our

staff, combined with the accumulated

experience of more than a century, underpin a
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Technofour Electronics Pvt. Ltd. is known as

reputed manufacturer in Product Checking

Systems, namely, Metal Detectors and

Checkweighers from India. We cater needs in

Pharmaceutical , Food, FMCG, Chemical

industries for product checking systems from

more than four decades.

We are having more than 15000 and 3500

insta l lat ions of Metal Detectors and

Checkweighers respectively across India and

abroad with having wide Service support

arrangements.

We have recognition for Customized solution

provider based on application requirement.Our

Metal Detectors and Checkweigher systems are

digitalized and at par with the best available in

market today, which definately fulfills the user

requirements.

Catalis Packaging Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

D S Paper Tech Private Limited

NKP Pharma Pvt. Ltd.

Catalis Packaging Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

provides complete packing solutions. We at

Catalis design and manufacture packing

technology for food, pharma, chemical and

agriculture sectors.

Catalis offers world class quality, reliability,

hassle-free performance and competitive

pricing for its machines.

These are fully automatic servo driven vertical

form, fill and seal machines suitable for packing

of products like pesticides, masalas, namkins,

wafers, grains and liquids as well.

Catalis also manufactures machines for bulk

packing of pulses from 5 to 50Kgs. It also

manufactures customized machines for various

specific applications.

The machines are built by following world class

manufacturing process, right from the

D S Paper Tech Private Limited

proficiently cater's to your search for

exceptional packaging products and

services. Some of the most capable

brains and talent from the packaging

and printing industry work as a team at

our premises to entertain varied needs of clients

from different industrial backgrounds.

Along with marketing and branding come other

purposes like quality, extended shelf-life, safety,

customization and low-cost packaging and our

line of business meet each valuably. As a new

age packaging solution provider in India, we

blend experience, creative excellence and

technology to let every product have exclusive

and compelling appearance. Our efforts

contribute only towards quality and not

towards prices. We are committed to make

innovation affordable and rewarding.

“N.K.P.” is one of the Leading

manufacturer & Exporter of

advance Packaging Machineries

widely used in Pharmaceutical

Industry and Food Industry with a

history spanning over 27 yrs.“N.K.P.” have been

expanding its Capacity by Continuous

upgrading to new technology & innovations

over the time. We Manufacture and Export

Machines like : Unscramblers; Bottle Washing

Machine; Air jet Cleaning Machines; Powder

Filling Machines; Liquid Filling Machines; Cap

Sealing Machines; Inspection Machines; Sticker

Labelling Machines.

From the above listed Machines that we

manufacture, Sticker Labelling Machines are

wide ly used in many indust r i e s l i ke

Pharmaceutical, Food, Cosmetic & Agriculture.

These machines are suitable for Labelling on

Round Containers for wrap around Labelling &

Flat Containers for Front & Back Side Labelling.

This machines are also equipped with Printer for

2D Barcode, OCR/ OCV Printing along with

Online Camera Inspection & Rejection System

for checking of 2D Barcode / Pharmacode /OCR

/ OCV. There are also different output speeds

available. The Machines that we manufacture

are as per cGMP Standards & Guidelines and

well accepted in Domestic the International

Market as well. NKP has got a very good

Infrastructure for manufacturing and exporting

of its products. We have got 5 Manufacturing

setup which includes a dedicated FAT

(FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TEST) Area for ready

machines having all the required utilities,

Dedicated Premises for Workshop having CNC
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components to the final assembly. A fool proof

testing process is also being followed.

Catalis machines are superior and designed for

smooth operation and easy maintenance. We

also have an experienced team for installation

and after sales support.

The company has relentlessly gained

experience by successfully meeting

specific and individual needs of clients

ha i l i ng f rom d ive r se indus t ry

backgrounds. We have continuously

updated our products to cater to the

growing diverse demands of packaging. Our

company had forayed into Flexible Packaging

(Rolls & Pouches), Duplex/Corrugated Cartons,

MetPet Boxes, Wedding Sweet Boxes, Wedding

Invitation Cards, Zipper Proles (for any type of

pouches).

“Share your needs and ideas and we shall treat

them with innovation and finesse to make your

product speak for itself."

Machines from Haas-USA & DMG-Germany,

VMC Machine and Turn Mill. Dedicated

Assembly Floor for Machines etc. Today NKP

has maximum inhouse facility which results in

timely delivery of machines as committed.

N.K.P. Pharma is striding ahead with utmost

dedication on the path of the growth by having

mission to be one of the premier providers of

high quality Packaging Machineries, Spares and

Services with International standards. We have

become one of the industry leaders in India &

are growing by upgrading to latest technology

with the vision of delivering sophisticated

technology in cost effective manner to our

clients.We have a special R&DTeam who are in

the Continuous Process of upgrading our

Systems after understanding the ongoing

Technology and the requirement of our clients.

We have Exported our machines to more than

24 countries like: 1)USA, 2)Ireland, 3)France,

4)Russia, 5)Argentina, 6)Brazil, 7)Mexico,

8 )Tu r key, 9 ) Eg yp t , 1 0 )Sy r i a , 1 1 ) I ran ,

12)Philippines, 13)Malaysia, 14)Singapore,

15)Tanzania, 16)Nigeria, 17)Kenya, 18)Ghana,

19)Vietnam, 20)Dubai, 21)Bangladesh, 22)Sri

Lanka,23)Nepal & 24)Pakistan.

Hamriyah Free Zone Authority (HFZA)
The UAE's Hamriyah Free Zone

Authority (HFZA) is currently on the

threshold of developing new horizons

in growth under the helm of a dynamic

new Director, Mr. Saud Salim Al

Mazrouei.

Founded in 1995, HFZA's goal of

creating a robust business environment by

meeting the needs and demands of its investors

to facilitate their operations have seen it

emerge as the second largest free zone in the

UAE,attracting over $3 billion FDI,houses 6,000

companies from across 156 nations, welcoming

foreign investment from more than 500

industries in the key sectors of oil & gas,

petrochemicals, maritime, steel, construction,

and food.
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“HFZA was created with a vision to

empower and foster businesses by

stimulating industrial and economic

growth in an environment free of

bureaucracy and red tape,” explains

Saud Al Mazrouei. “Today, it is the

Middle East's fastest license issuing

free zone taking only a 2-hour processing time

for clearing licensing formalities.”

Hamriyah Free Zone opened the first phase of

Food Plastic & Packaging zone with total

leasable area of 380,000 square meters and will

shortly launch the first phase of the 140,000 sq

m Logistics Park. HFZA offers a range of services

and facilities for both multinational firms

looking to expand operations and budding

entrepreneurs with big dreams.

Russell Finex Sieves & Filters Pvt. Ltd.
Established

i n 1 9 3 4 ,

Russell Finex

specializes in

sieving and

f i l t r a t i o n

equipment

suited to many processing industries such as

pharmaceuticals, food, chemicals, metals,

paint/coating, ceramics. Their wide range of

separation solutions include vibro screens, vibro

sifters, automatic self-cleaning strainers and

ultrasonic deblinding systems.

Russell Finex believe in testing product

machines before making purchases and have

therefore equipped their four main sites in India,

UK, USA and Belgium with the latest testing

and research technologies.
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An extensive range of products will be on

display at their stand:

· The Russell Compact Sieve - the ideal

m a c h i n e f o r r e m o v i n g o v e r s i z e

contamination from liquid or powder

products.

· The Finex Ultima™ - the vibro screen of

choice for companies looking to grade wet

or dry products on up to 5 fractions.

· The Self-Cleaning Russell Eco Filter -

removing oversize contamination from 10

micron or above without the need for filter

bags or cartridges.

· The Vibrasonic® Deblinding System -

designed to eliminate the blinding or

blocking of the vibro screen mesh.

Russell Finex are able to provide custom built

solutions to suit your unique requirements.Visit

Russell Finex at Hall No 11, Stand K-35 at

International FoodTec India exhibition to see

the range of screening and filtration solutions.

Burkert Contromatic Pvt Ltd
We Welcome you to

t h e Fa s c i n a t i n g

World of Burkert

Burkert Contromatic

Pvt Ltd are the leading manufacturer of control

and measuring systems for fluids and gases.

Our products and systems cover the complete

control loop and have a wide variety of

applications, from breweries and laboratories to

medical engineering and space technology.

A broad range like this requires one thing above

all: to think that decisive step ahead or

sometimes across.

Nothing But Fluids on our Mind: Our products

have a wide variety of applications and are used

in a number of industries such as Water

Treatment & Cooling Systems, Hygienic

Process ing , Steam, Gas Handl ing and

Microfluidics.

PRODUCTS: Solenoid Valve (Gas , Liquid &

Aggressive Media Process Valves and);

Positioners (Control Valve , Diaphragm Valves ,

MultiWay Blocks) Proportional SolenoidValves; ;

Mass Flow Controllers / Meter [Gas Flow Meter ,

Liquid Flow Meter] Analysis Sensors (pH ,;

Conductivity , ORP) Sensors and Transmitters;

(Flow , Level , Temp , Pressure) Pneumatic;

Systems (With ATEX Zone 0 , Zone 1 , Zone 2);

Micro Fluidics BBS silicon Hose & Connectivity;

[Sterile Fittings] All above products with;

HygienicApprovals & Standards

No Fluid Flows past us.

Everything FlowsTogether inTheseADDRESS :

Email: sales.in@burkert.com www.burkert.in;

WhereverYouAre,WeAre Not FarAway
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La-Belle Machinery Pvt Ltd

La-Belle Machinery Pvt Ltd is a company

engaged in the Manufacturing of Form Fill &

SealType Pouch Packing Machines since last 26

years, and has gained a reputation of supplying

Pouch Pack Machines of the highest quality at

most reasonable Price, with excellent Spare &

Service Backup.

La-Belle manufactures a range of Pouch Packing

Machines, covering different products,

grammages, packaging material, etc. It also

engages in the custom designing & manufa-

cturing of specialized packaging concepts. All

bought outs are from quality conscious and

standard companies. La-Belle manufactures

Pouch Pack Machines from 10 gms to 5 Kgs of

products in powder or solid form. It has both

Table Draw as well as Belt Draw Models.

Recently it has introduced its High speed

Continuous Motion Machines which give

outputs of 120 pouches per minute. In fillers it

offers Servo Auger Fillers for highest accuracy &

outputs for powders; Multi Head Combination

Weighers for solid & random products in 10 / 14

/ 24 heads depending on Client's requirement.

Multi Track Machines for powders, single dose

liquids like shampoos, supari's, are also offered.

La-Belle also manufacture's Gross Bag filler's up

to 100 Kgs. The catalogue enclosed herewith

gives a picture of the range of pouch packing

machines manufactured by La-Belle.

La-Belle's Full fledged Factory is located in

MIDC Area Ambad, Nashik,- Maharashtra. It has
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a l l the mach ine ry requ i red fo r i t i s

manufacturing activity. It also has a well-

developed network for precise gear cutting,

HeatTreatment, & Grinding Facilities, which are

a necessity hardware base for manufacturing

quality machinery.

La-Belle started its manufacturing in 1989, &

supplies machines throughout India and

Exports to Nigeria, SriLanka, Middle East,

Bangladesh, Sudan, Korea, etc. La-Belle is

getting repeat orders from its satisfied clients,

which is an indication of its quality and value for

money which is the company's goal.

La-Belle believes in value for money, hence

product pricing is reasonable compared to

competitors specially taking into account the

standard reputed make components and the

Enhanced features obtained from the Machines

especially with respect to productivity and

accuracy & infinite life for the machines.
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Pace Packaging Machines Pvt. Ltd.
High Speed Servo Driven Vertical Form Fill

Seal Machine

Intermittent Motion Bagging Machine

The Machine is controlled by Motion CPU from

SIEMENS Germany, which integrates different

motions like sealing jaw movements, bag

pulling (foil feed) & unwinder unit (preliminary

foil feed).All the servo motors to perform these

functions are controlled by a single motionCPU.

The operator is required to enter the primary

data like the machine speed, bag length & seal

t ime. The speed of al l the motors is

automatically calculated.

This high speed bagger can be integrated with

MultiheadWeigher,VolumetricCup Filler as well

asAuger Filler. With the most advanced motion

technology, quality & reliability makes the

machine, operator friendly & performance with

nearly zero maintenance.

Key Features of the Machine are:

1) Integrated With any kind of fi l l ing

equipments

2) Constant SealingTime at different speeds

3) Measure Pull Roll function

4) NetworkCapabilities

5) Easy diagnostic features

6) In-built PanelAC

Hall 11
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INOXPA I P Lndia vt. td.

INOXPA, A Spanish multinational company

pioneered in manufacturing of world class

industrial equipments such as Pumps, Mixers,

Blenders, Agitators, Valves, Fittings & Skids for

Food, Dairy & Beverages Industry. We are

delighting our customers through our offerings

from 1972 when started operation in Banyoles,

Spain and till date having a wide range of

network in 5 continents with more than 100

distribution points.

In India, INOXPA started operation in 2008 in

Pune under the name of INOXPA I P L .ndia vt. td
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Our product ranges comprise of:

1. Centrifugal Pump

2. Positive Displacement Pump 3. Mixers

4. Blenders 5. Agitators

6. Valves & Fittings 7. Skids

Website:www.inoxpa.in

Multivac Laraon India Pvt. Ltd.
MULTIVAC is the leading manufacturer in the

world forThermoforming – Roll stock machines,

Chamber Machines, Tray Sealers , Labeling &

Printing ancillary equipments for various Food -

Industrial –Medical Industries. The MULTIVAC

Group employs more than 3300 people

worldwide with around 1300 employees based

at its headquarters in Wolfertschwenden,

Germany. With over 60 subsidiaries, the

company has a presence on every continent.

Over 900 advisors and service technicians

worldwide use their expertise and experience in

the service of customers and ensure the

maximum availability of all installed MULTIVAC

machines. MULTIVAC has pooled its packaging,

product and application expertise in both its

systems division and its in- house Application

Centre in order to be able to offer top class

packaging technology.

We have also set up India's premier Technology

Centre & Service Facility where we have

machines for processing & packaging solution.

Additionally our Service support at various

locations has been trained by MULTIVAC

Germany. MULTIVAC is the global leader in

horizontal thermoform fill-seal packaging

machinery. Our thermoforming machines

package a wide range of products efficiently

and costeffectively, including food products,

industrial and consumer goods, medical and
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pharmaceutical products. Our product range is

the broadest in the market in terms of size,

performance and equipment : compact

machines for small volumes, high-speed

machines for large volumes and specialized

machines for producing applications including

Form shrink and DARFRESH packaging.

Our extensive product range includes:

Thermoformers; Vacuum Packing Machines;

Tray Sealers; Labelers; Convergers and

Conveyors; Slicing; Thermal Solutions-

Cooking , Smoking , Defrosting ; Cheese

Shredding & Processing; Fruits & Vegetable

Processing- Cutting- Dividing-Peeling-Mixing-

Washing-Drying; Skinning & Derinding; Form

Fill Solutions- Flow Wrapping; Vacuum Filling;

Clipping & Emulsifying; Injecting & Tumbling-

Meat & Poultry;Cup Filling & Sealing Solutions-

Lassi &Yoghurt; Filler-Mincer-Mixer-Grinder.

Samarpan Fabricators Pvt. Ltd.
We, Samarpan Fabricators Pvt. Ltd. take this

opportunity to introduce ourselves as a leading

manufacturer of packaging machines to pack

liquid and different types of liquid / solid /

granular / powder products and have supplied

over more than 10,000 systems to various

industry/sector such as dairy sectors, edible oil,

mineral water, rice, sugar, salt, atta, tea, coffee,

snacks food, detergent, pesticide, spices,

pharma products, cosmetics etc. We belong to

Mumbai based Samarpan Group of companies

comprising of Samarpan Fabricators Pvt. Ltd.,

Select Packaging Machinery Pvt. Ltd., Samarpan

Services etc. Having factories in Mumbai,

Baroda and Haridwar.

We are specialized in manufacturing and

marketing of:-

1. Vertical form fill seal machine to pack liquid

like milk, water, oil and other viscous liquid

and solides like rice, atta, tea, salt, snack

foods, spices,pesticides etc.

We would also like to place on record that we

have started manufacturing liquid ffs machine,

packaging machine to pack liquid like milk,

water, oil and other viscous liquid since 1978 in

collaboration with Prepac, France and sub-

sequentlty we are manufacturing indigenously

all our state of art packaging machines in our

above mentioned factories and today

Samarpan Fabricators Pvt. Ltd. is the pioneers in

packaging solutions presents a vast range of

packaging machines to pack free flowing liquids

in pouches of virgin material.

These machines are designed by our team of

engineers using the vast experience gathered

over the last 35 years . With this experience,

Samarpan can cater to almost any requirement

in packaging in pouches.

The machines are manufactured keeping in

mind the hygiene standards in food industry.

Samarpan has more than 3000 ffs machines

working smoothly to pack products like milk,

water and other free flowing liquids all over

India and abroad.

Our other range of products are as follows:-

1. Vertical form fill seal machine to pack wide

range of solid, powder and granular

products.

2. horz.flow wrapping ffs machines versatile

enough to pack different products and

shapes.

3. Thermoforming machines with forming,

sealing, trimming-blister packing.
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Uflex Limited

Uflex Limited is largest & fastest growing

flexible packaging company in India. With

turnover in excess of 1.6 Billion USD, Uflex is

Indian origin Multinational Company having

operations in Dubai, Mexico, Poland, USA &

Egypt outside India.The success mantra at Uflex

is constant effort for innovation. Engineering

Division of Uflex develop new packaging

solutions to provide innovation in packaging

technology.

We shall be exhibiting one of our state of the art

technology – Pick Fill & Seal machine a“Human

Robot” at PackEx India-2015 Exhibition in New

Delhi. The Pick fill & seal is a fully automatic

machine for packing any product in powder,

granule, liquid, paste or solid form in preformed

pouches (Three side gusset, Stand up or any

other pouch).The machine pick up the pouches,

opens it, fill the desired quantity and seals the

pouch.

The machine is being offered at very attractive

price during the show.

We would also like to highlight our latest

innovation - "Horizontal Form Fill & Seal

machine" (Rotary Machine), 'the highest output

machine' for low unit packs produced in India.

The thought process behind this innovation is to

give high output machine to increase

productivity and reduce cost of production in

today's time of high competition and recession.

Our range of machines include:-

Converting Machines: Rotogravure printing

machines, Lamination (Solvent less, Solvent

base & Combi) machines, Slitting machines,

Inspection & Rewinding machines, Doctoring

machines & Pouch making machines

Packaging Machines: Form Fill & Seal machines,

Wrapping machines & Special Purpose

machines
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ECO COSMOS

Established in the millennium year 2000, ECO

COSMOS has developed as a provider of food

processing equipments, which boasts of High

Quality Engineering, Value for Money Pricing

and ReliableAfter Sales Servicing.

We are dealing in Equipments used for: Fresh

Vegetables & Fruits Processing, Chocolate

Processing, Pack House Lines, Industrial

Steamers, etc.

Our vision is to bring the best technology

available in the world to Indian Food Processors,
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so that India is equipped to compete with the

best processed food suppliers in theWorld.

@ Hall 12A - B 09

Visit

@ Hall 12A - C 78

Visit

Vijay Engineering Corporation - Presents in

range of Milk friendly FDA approved milk &

dairy hoses. We introduce our selves as

specialist in all kinds of MILK FRIENDLY FOOD

GRADE Flexible hoses from MTG SPA ITALY

suitable for Milk and Milk products having

application in a Dairy Plant. Our hoses have

approval from FDA as well as German food

legislation for use in Milk and Milk Products and

we provide FDA FOOD GRADE certificate for

same. Our hoses are suitable for both Vacuum

suction as well as delivery of milk and milk

products under pressure.

We have hoses for following applications in

Dairy Industry: 1. Hoses for Milk collection

systems at various collection centre, milking

machines and for bulk coolers - MTG-

EVOLUTION; 2. Hoses for Milk unloading from

tanker at Mother plant- MTG IMPERIA/SPL/10;

3.Hoses for in plant heavy duty applications like

Ice cream Filling machines, material conveying,

Curd filling machines etc-MTG IMPERIA/10;

4. Hoses for CIP with hot water/steam, caustic

& Nitric acid complete with cleaning guns and

Automatic re-windable hose reels-MTG STEAM

In addition to above we have with us following

material for Dairy Industries - 1. CIP cleaning

guns &auto rewind water hose reels; 2. Dairy

valves- butterfly/plug/micro and non return

valve; 3. Dairy filters- line and disc filters;

4. Mixing battery/instant hot water generators;

5. Dairy fittings- unions / bends / c spanners /

spray balls / reducers

MTG Evolution: a new “milk-friendly”

plasticizers-free hose generation to protect the

health of consumers. Built-in elasticity,

improved handling, additional safety in use

“MTG Evolution” combines the benefits of a

technically advanced hose design together with

a new concept of rubber hose as “safe industrial

component” for a healthy and hygienic transfer

of dairy products. It is entirely made from

strictly selected ingredients which make it

compl iant with the most demanding

International Food Standards. Totally free from

animal derivatives, plasticizers and any other

potential ly polluting substances, MTG

Evolution preserves the natural properties of

milk and by-products during transfer operations

from farm to factory in accordance with the

safety approach of the EU Directives

(2007/19/EC-phthalates-and 2002/72/EC-

materials and articles intended to come in

contact with food).

Vijay Engineering Corporation Hall 11
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Bry-Air (Asia) Pvt. Ltd.

Bry-Air Inc. is celebrating 50 years......Thanks

to you!

Bry-Air was incorporated in 1964 in Ohio, USA

to manufacture dehumidifiers .

Today, Bry-Air is a multi-location, multi-

product global solution provider for humidity

control, Desiccant Dehumidification, product

drying, Gas Phase Filtration, and complete

environmental control, with plants in USA,

India, China, Malaysia, Switzerland, and

Brazil.The company also has its own offices in

Philippines,Vietnam, Indonesia,Thailand, Korea,

Japan, Australia, Kenya, Nigeria and warehouse

in Sharjah,UAE & India.

ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 certified, Bry-Air (Asia),

a Pahwa Group, specializes in designing and

manufacturing a wide range of Desiccant

Dehumidifiers, compact and engineered

systems, for a wide array of industries like food

processing, pharmaceuticals, fertilizers, plastics,

and many more.
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Bry-Air offers humidity & control solutions for

food industry, each time with a unique and

p e r s o n a l i z e d r e q u i r e m e n t s . B r y - A i r

dehumidifiers are designed to suit the most

unique moisture/humidity control needs of our

customers. Today some of the best and the

most recognized names in the industry have

opted for our dehumidifiers.

Bry-Air (Asia) has two state of the art

manufacturing faci l it ies supported by

government recognised R & D lab & world class

test facilities.

Pahwa group is a group of knowledge based and

technology driven companies offering

advanced environmental control solutions. The

group has a strong team of over 1400+ persons

in 6 continents, and has 11 manufacturing

units.

@ Hall 12A - C 45

Visit

@ Hall 12A - C 100

Visit
France Pavilion

by

www.foodtecindia.comwww.packexindia.com
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Pace Packaging Machines Pvt. Ltd.
High Speed Servo Driven Vertical Form Fill

Seal Machine

Intermittent Motion Bagging Machine

The Machine is controlled by Motion CPU from

SIEMENS Germany, which integrates different

motions like sealing jaw movements, bag

pulling (foil feed) & unwinder unit (preliminary

foil feed).All the servo motors to perform these

functions are controlled by a single motionCPU.

The operator is required to enter the primary

data like the machine speed, bag length & seal

t ime. The speed of al l the motors is

automatically calculated.

This high speed bagger can be integrated with

MultiheadWeigher,VolumetricCup Filler as well

asAuger Filler. With the most advanced motion

technology, quality & reliability makes the

machine, operator friendly & performance with

nearly zero maintenance.

Key Features of the Machine are:

1) Integrated With any kind of fi l l ing

equipments

2) Constant SealingTime at different speeds

3) Measure Pull Roll function

4) NetworkCapabilities

5) Easy diagnostic features

6) In-built PanelAC
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INOXPA I P Lndia vt. td.

INOXPA, A Spanish multinational company

pioneered in manufacturing of world class

industrial equipments such as Pumps, Mixers,

Blenders, Agitators, Valves, Fittings & Skids for

Food, Dairy & Beverages Industry. We are

delighting our customers through our offerings

from 1972 when started operation in Banyoles,

Spain and till date having a wide range of

network in 5 continents with more than 100

distribution points.

In India, INOXPA started operation in 2008 in

Pune under the name of INOXPA I P L .ndia vt. td
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Our product ranges comprise of:

1. Centrifugal Pump

2. Positive Displacement Pump 3. Mixers

4. Blenders 5. Agitators

6. Valves & Fittings 7. Skids

Website:www.inoxpa.in

Multivac Laraon India Pvt. Ltd.
MULTIVAC is the leading manufacturer in the

world forThermoforming – Roll stock machines,

Chamber Machines, Tray Sealers , Labeling &

Printing ancillary equipments for various Food -

Industrial –Medical Industries. The MULTIVAC

Group employs more than 3300 people

worldwide with around 1300 employees based

at its headquarters in Wolfertschwenden,

Germany. With over 60 subsidiaries, the

company has a presence on every continent.

Over 900 advisors and service technicians

worldwide use their expertise and experience in

the service of customers and ensure the

maximum availability of all installed MULTIVAC

machines. MULTIVAC has pooled its packaging,

product and application expertise in both its

systems division and its in- house Application

Centre in order to be able to offer top class

packaging technology.

We have also set up India's premier Technology

Centre & Service Facility where we have

machines for processing & packaging solution.

Additionally our Service support at various

locations has been trained by MULTIVAC

Germany. MULTIVAC is the global leader in

horizontal thermoform fill-seal packaging

machinery. Our thermoforming machines

package a wide range of products efficiently

and costeffectively, including food products,

industrial and consumer goods, medical and
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pharmaceutical products. Our product range is

the broadest in the market in terms of size,

performance and equipment : compact

machines for small volumes, high-speed

machines for large volumes and specialized

machines for producing applications including

Form shrink and DARFRESH packaging.

Our extensive product range includes:

Thermoformers; Vacuum Packing Machines;

Tray Sealers; Labelers; Convergers and

Conveyors; Slicing; Thermal Solutions-

Cooking , Smoking , Defrosting ; Cheese

Shredding & Processing; Fruits & Vegetable

Processing- Cutting- Dividing-Peeling-Mixing-

Washing-Drying; Skinning & Derinding; Form

Fill Solutions- Flow Wrapping; Vacuum Filling;

Clipping & Emulsifying; Injecting & Tumbling-

Meat & Poultry;Cup Filling & Sealing Solutions-

Lassi &Yoghurt; Filler-Mincer-Mixer-Grinder.

Samarpan Fabricators Pvt. Ltd.
We, Samarpan Fabricators Pvt. Ltd. take this

opportunity to introduce ourselves as a leading

manufacturer of packaging machines to pack

liquid and different types of liquid / solid /

granular / powder products and have supplied

over more than 10,000 systems to various

industry/sector such as dairy sectors, edible oil,

mineral water, rice, sugar, salt, atta, tea, coffee,

snacks food, detergent, pesticide, spices,

pharma products, cosmetics etc. We belong to

Mumbai based Samarpan Group of companies

comprising of Samarpan Fabricators Pvt. Ltd.,

Select Packaging Machinery Pvt. Ltd., Samarpan

Services etc. Having factories in Mumbai,

Baroda and Haridwar.

We are specialized in manufacturing and

marketing of:-

1. Vertical form fill seal machine to pack liquid

like milk, water, oil and other viscous liquid

and solides like rice, atta, tea, salt, snack

foods, spices,pesticides etc.

We would also like to place on record that we

have started manufacturing liquid ffs machine,

packaging machine to pack liquid like milk,

water, oil and other viscous liquid since 1978 in

collaboration with Prepac, France and sub-

sequentlty we are manufacturing indigenously

all our state of art packaging machines in our

above mentioned factories and today

Samarpan Fabricators Pvt. Ltd. is the pioneers in

packaging solutions presents a vast range of

packaging machines to pack free flowing liquids

in pouches of virgin material.

These machines are designed by our team of

engineers using the vast experience gathered

over the last 35 years . With this experience,

Samarpan can cater to almost any requirement

in packaging in pouches.

The machines are manufactured keeping in

mind the hygiene standards in food industry.

Samarpan has more than 3000 ffs machines

working smoothly to pack products like milk,

water and other free flowing liquids all over

India and abroad.

Our other range of products are as follows:-

1. Vertical form fill seal machine to pack wide

range of solid, powder and granular

products.

2. horz.flow wrapping ffs machines versatile

enough to pack different products and

shapes.

3. Thermoforming machines with forming,

sealing, trimming-blister packing.

Hall 11
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Uflex Limited

Uflex Limited is largest & fastest growing

flexible packaging company in India. With

turnover in excess of 1.6 Billion USD, Uflex is

Indian origin Multinational Company having

operations in Dubai, Mexico, Poland, USA &

Egypt outside India.The success mantra at Uflex

is constant effort for innovation. Engineering

Division of Uflex develop new packaging

solutions to provide innovation in packaging

technology.

We shall be exhibiting one of our state of the art

technology – Pick Fill & Seal machine a“Human

Robot” at PackEx India-2015 Exhibition in New

Delhi. The Pick fill & seal is a fully automatic

machine for packing any product in powder,

granule, liquid, paste or solid form in preformed

pouches (Three side gusset, Stand up or any

other pouch).The machine pick up the pouches,

opens it, fill the desired quantity and seals the

pouch.

The machine is being offered at very attractive

price during the show.

We would also like to highlight our latest

innovation - "Horizontal Form Fill & Seal

machine" (Rotary Machine), 'the highest output

machine' for low unit packs produced in India.

The thought process behind this innovation is to

give high output machine to increase

productivity and reduce cost of production in

today's time of high competition and recession.

Our range of machines include:-

Converting Machines: Rotogravure printing

machines, Lamination (Solvent less, Solvent

base & Combi) machines, Slitting machines,

Inspection & Rewinding machines, Doctoring

machines & Pouch making machines

Packaging Machines: Form Fill & Seal machines,

Wrapping machines & Special Purpose

machines

Hall 11
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ECO COSMOS

Established in the millennium year 2000, ECO

COSMOS has developed as a provider of food

processing equipments, which boasts of High

Quality Engineering, Value for Money Pricing

and ReliableAfter Sales Servicing.

We are dealing in Equipments used for: Fresh

Vegetables & Fruits Processing, Chocolate

Processing, Pack House Lines, Industrial

Steamers, etc.

Our vision is to bring the best technology

available in the world to Indian Food Processors,

Hall 12A
B 31

so that India is equipped to compete with the

best processed food suppliers in theWorld.

@ Hall 12A - B 09
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Vijay Engineering Corporation - Presents in

range of Milk friendly FDA approved milk &

dairy hoses. We introduce our selves as

specialist in all kinds of MILK FRIENDLY FOOD

GRADE Flexible hoses from MTG SPA ITALY

suitable for Milk and Milk products having

application in a Dairy Plant. Our hoses have

approval from FDA as well as German food

legislation for use in Milk and Milk Products and

we provide FDA FOOD GRADE certificate for

same. Our hoses are suitable for both Vacuum

suction as well as delivery of milk and milk

products under pressure.

We have hoses for following applications in

Dairy Industry: 1. Hoses for Milk collection

systems at various collection centre, milking

machines and for bulk coolers - MTG-

EVOLUTION; 2. Hoses for Milk unloading from

tanker at Mother plant- MTG IMPERIA/SPL/10;

3.Hoses for in plant heavy duty applications like

Ice cream Filling machines, material conveying,

Curd filling machines etc-MTG IMPERIA/10;

4. Hoses for CIP with hot water/steam, caustic

& Nitric acid complete with cleaning guns and

Automatic re-windable hose reels-MTG STEAM

In addition to above we have with us following

material for Dairy Industries - 1. CIP cleaning

guns &auto rewind water hose reels; 2. Dairy

valves- butterfly/plug/micro and non return

valve; 3. Dairy filters- line and disc filters;

4. Mixing battery/instant hot water generators;

5. Dairy fittings- unions / bends / c spanners /

spray balls / reducers

MTG Evolution: a new “milk-friendly”

plasticizers-free hose generation to protect the

health of consumers. Built-in elasticity,

improved handling, additional safety in use

“MTG Evolution” combines the benefits of a

technically advanced hose design together with

a new concept of rubber hose as “safe industrial

component” for a healthy and hygienic transfer

of dairy products. It is entirely made from

strictly selected ingredients which make it

compl iant with the most demanding

International Food Standards. Totally free from

animal derivatives, plasticizers and any other

potential ly polluting substances, MTG

Evolution preserves the natural properties of

milk and by-products during transfer operations

from farm to factory in accordance with the

safety approach of the EU Directives

(2007/19/EC-phthalates-and 2002/72/EC-

materials and articles intended to come in

contact with food).

Vijay Engineering Corporation Hall 11
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Bry-Air (Asia) Pvt. Ltd.

Bry-Air Inc. is celebrating 50 years......Thanks

to you!

Bry-Air was incorporated in 1964 in Ohio, USA

to manufacture dehumidifiers .

Today, Bry-Air is a multi-location, multi-

product global solution provider for humidity

control, Desiccant Dehumidification, product

drying, Gas Phase Filtration, and complete

environmental control, with plants in USA,

India, China, Malaysia, Switzerland, and

Brazil.The company also has its own offices in

Philippines,Vietnam, Indonesia,Thailand, Korea,

Japan, Australia, Kenya, Nigeria and warehouse

in Sharjah,UAE & India.

ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 certified, Bry-Air (Asia),

a Pahwa Group, specializes in designing and

manufacturing a wide range of Desiccant

Dehumidifiers, compact and engineered

systems, for a wide array of industries like food

processing, pharmaceuticals, fertilizers, plastics,

and many more.

Hall 12A
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Bry-Air offers humidity & control solutions for

food industry, each time with a unique and

p e r s o n a l i z e d r e q u i r e m e n t s . B r y - A i r

dehumidifiers are designed to suit the most

unique moisture/humidity control needs of our

customers. Today some of the best and the

most recognized names in the industry have

opted for our dehumidifiers.

Bry-Air (Asia) has two state of the art

manufacturing faci l it ies supported by

government recognised R & D lab & world class

test facilities.

Pahwa group is a group of knowledge based and

technology driven companies offering

advanced environmental control solutions. The

group has a strong team of over 1400+ persons

in 6 continents, and has 11 manufacturing

units.

@ Hall 12A - C 45
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Aakanksha Technologies
A A K A N K S H A T E C H N O L O G I E S i s t h e

technology provider to its clients. They offer

state of the art technology from PIGO srl ITALY.

PIGO srl, one of the world's leading freezing

equipment manufacturers and fruit and

vegetable processing equipment suppliers with

an extensive experience in both freezing and fruit

and vegetables processing. Together with our

partners, we have installed our machines, both

spiral and fluidised bed freezers, throughout the

world. Our systems have been supplied to

companies in US, Europe, Africa, Australia and

Asia by our company and our partners in the

industry.

PIGO srl is specialized in building freezers:

►EASY Freeze IQF, freezer with fluidised bed,

the most suitable for IQF freezing variety of

fruits, vegetables and numerous sea, meat and

cheese products and other many other

products which can be fluidized. Our Freezers

are built in modular sizes and all components

are made entirely of stainless steel, capable to

provide perfect. IQF product even with work

with delicate products like cooked rice,

raspberries, etc…

►EASY Freeze SPYRO, spiral freezer, the most

suitable solution for freezing doughy and bulky

products, like Indian snacks, ice creams, pizza,

bakery dough,meat and fish,etc…

We can proudly say that our machines achieve

excellent operating characteristics, energy

efficiency and user friendly, and it comes up

with a lot of advantages and privilege to our

buyers.

In India PIGO partnered with AAKANKSHA

TECHNOLOGIES.

For further details, please visit our website

www.pigo.biz
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Transtecno s.r.l

TRANSTECNO gearboxes and gearmotors in

India

Transtecno Group is one of the most important

Italian companies that manufactures gearboxes

and gearmotors.

For 30 years,Transtecno has been designing and

producing a wide range of power transmission

solutions such as wormgearboxes, helical

gearboxes, planetary gearboxes, DC and AC

motors either standard or customised for special

projects.

TRANSTECNO GROUP: The Group's head office

is located in Bologna, a renown area for motors

and mechanical components in the northern

part of Italy. Transtecno was established in the

mid eighties by the President Mr. Claudio

Lorenzoni who after working for some years in

the gearbox industry decided to set up his own

company. Today Transtecno has become an

emerging Italian and European company,

producing transmission solutions.

Transtecno Group consists of companies and

Sales Offices located in various European

countries and other strategic points worldwide.

Hangzhou Transtecno Power Transmissions Co

Ltd (HTC Co Ltd) is one of Group Manufacturing

plants, supervises and develops production

activities in China; through a team of engineers it

focuses work especially on quality control.

Geartecno Holland B.V., Dutch associate,

distributes Transtecno products in the

Netherlands and in Belgium.

Intecno srl produces a complete range of

microgearmotors and distributes, often

exclusively international brands in the power

transmission field.

The Sales Offices are an important reference in

various countries : Brazil, France, Australia, South

Korea,China and now finally also in India.

PRODUCTS FOR SPECIFC MARKETS: As well as

the standard range in stock, Transtecno has

developed 5 new product ranges for 5 specific

markets. PoultryTecno (www.poultrytecno.net),

SolarTecno, FireTecno (www.firetecno.net),

CleanTecno and Car-WashTecno are made up of

gearboxes and gearmotors dedicated

respectively to the solar sector, poultry sector,

biomass boilers, industrial cleaning and car-wash

systems.

R&D IN ITALY: The R&D area in the Technical

Department has all the latest instruments in

order to develop the best solutions for our

clients.We are able to produce 3D resin samples

with the design engineering software Solidworks

and our 3D printer. Furthermore, our products

can be accurately tested on our test benches

that cover up to 400Nm.

TRANSTECNO IN INDIA: As previously

mentioned, due to growing demand and a very

active market,Transtecno has recently invested

in the Indian market by opening a Sales Office

in India, located in Mumbai. Sales Office India is

managed by Mr. Sameer N. Vaidya, 18 years of

valuable Gear Industry experience after playing a

crucial role in the launch of major global power

transmission brands in India. Customer oriented

approach, ability to provide solutions, efforts to

provide best of after sales service , transparency

have been the key attributes for the success.

Always emphasis is given on delivering most

optimal solutions to clients that are technically

superior and commercially viable. At Transtecno,

efforts will be to provide best products, solutions,

services at most optimal cost.
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Saurabh Flexipack Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Saurabh Flexipack Systems

Pvt. Ltd., an ISO 9001:2001

Engineering Company with

15 years of experience in

manufacturing packaging

machines has become successful in gaining the

top position in the market.We strive to provide

solution for packaging technology through

research and development with cost effective

low maintenance performance driven machine.

We are a Pune (India) based company with sales

& service offices across India and abroad. Our

professional and ambitious research team is

always enthusiastic to develop and deliver the

best and the latest to meet the growing

demand of the industry.

· OUR VISION: Always a futuristic approach

to design & manufacture more advanced

packaging Machines

· OUR MISSION: To offer cost-effective, low

maintenance & performance driven

machinery

· OUR ASPIRATION: To provide every

possible solution of Packaging Technology

through Research & Development

OUR Machines

Baggers: Contibag; Kawach Twin - 150; Kawach

1200; Kawach 900; Kawach 700; Kawach 600;

Kawach 450

Fillers: Multihead Weigher; Liner weigh filler;

Auger filler;Cup filler;Belt weigher

Accessories: “Z” Shape bucket conveyor;

Aclivities Conveyor; Screw Conveyor; Takeoff

Conveyor
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CHECK WEIGHER

Shubham Automation Pvt. Ltd.
Shubham Automation has been

s e r v i n g t h e p a c k i n g a n d

packaging industry with its

engineered solutions for years

now.

Established in 1997 as an Automation solution

provider, SAPL designed and built its first quality

assurance solution in 2007. This is ensured

through two key parameters weight and vision

to achieve completeness and correctness.

With our own design, fabrication and assembly

facilities, SAPL System focused on food, pharma

and FMCG industry, soon the team and

infrastructure grew rapidly to a level of

challenges size to the more established grant

players from the developed markets.

Today we are proud to be India's best emerging

manufacturer of on line and offline checking

and correcting solution providers. No other

checker machinery manufacturer in India can

lay claim to as many uniquely designed system

Hall 11
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MACHINE VISION

as SAPL Whether it is an in-line,

off line checkers, SAPL sets a lofty

standard for quality and reliability

in weight & vision with Successful

Installation of More than 1000

units in industry.

Jay Instruments & Systems Pvt. Ltd. Hall 12A
C 80

The Jay Instruments & Systems Pvt. Ltd. (JISL) is

a leading provider of industrial automation

solutions.

JISL representAnritsu Industrial solution Co Ltd.,

Japan in India. Anritsu is an global leader in

Manufacturing state of art, end of line

inspection. A wide range of sizes and

configurations are available to handle nearly

any container type or package design, even at

high production rates, to ensure accurate

product delivery, reduced giveaway, and

optimized production processes. Check-

weighers are built to suit various, applications,

environment, regulatory and industries

requirements. Anritsu dynamic checkweighing

solutions delivers high productivity and

profitabil it . checkweighers for various

industries, such as pharmaceutical, food,

beverage, chemical and non-food industries.

Noida Fabcon Machines Pvt. Ltd.
FABCON, an ISO 9001-2013 and

D'N'B certified group engaged in

providing customized solutions

for the Food & Related Industry

for over 35 years. We have been

regularly meeting the diverse

needs of esteemed clients for

their requirement of PROCESS & PACKAGING

SOLUTIONS.

We have customers like Haldirams, ITC Group,

Perfetti Van Melle, Corn Agra, Nestle, Unilever,

Pepsico, Coca-Cola, Mondelez, Dabur, Ruchi

Soya, Yellow Diamond & many more. We are

also working for many other well known &

prestigious names in the FOOD & FMCG

Industry & have been providing various

solutions based on customer requirement.They

are testament of our quality & services. With

support of our esteemed customers, we have

expanded to our 3rd & most modern

manufacturing setup to offer shorter delivery

and enhanced quality.

With the objective of providing better & more

efficient solutions, we have formed a Joint

Venture with UK based Powder Handling

Equipment Supplier Company, M/s. Spiroflow

(UK) & have representation rights for

companies like Syspal, Dremax, Anliker, Tavil

etc.

We Specialize in Food Processing & Conveying

Equipment like:

FOOD PROCESSING &VALUEADDITION:

1) Snack Food Processing for Convenience

Snacks & Indian Ethnic Namkeen

2) Flavoring Systems for Ready to Eat Snack;

3) Online Namkeen Mixing&Coating Systems

CONVEYING:

1. Pa c k i n g A p p l i c a t i o n s : Co nvey i n g ,

Distribution & Feeding by using Bucket

Elevator, Flexible Screw Conveyor, Drag

Conveyor,VibratoryConveyors

2. Conveying & Handing of Solids like Snacks,

Fruits & Vegetables, Grains, Spices, Pulses

etc.,

3. Conveying & Handing of Powders like

Spices, Sugar, Tea, Grits, Flakes of food,

plastic granules, chemical, tea, fillers like

CaCo3 etc.

4. Warehouse conveying like transfer of

cartons, bags, packets etc. We have tied

with world leaders

Other than above, we can also provide Special

Purpose Systems with Customized Solutions

based on your specifications.

Our Moto is to be a COMPLETE SOLUTION

PROVIDER FORTHE FOOD &AGRO INDUSTRY

BY PROVIDING LATEST TECHNOLOGY &

EFFICIENT SERVICES

Hall 12A
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BEAR Mills &
Tanks GmbH

M a n u f a c t u r e r o f

machines and plants

for the cocoa and

c o n f e c t i o n a r y

industry. The product

range includes mills, winnower, dryer, roaster

and tanks.www.bear-gmbh.de
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Vijay Flexible Containers Pvt. Ltd.

VFC manufactures versatile

Horizontal Form-Fill-Seal

(HFFS) machines for fast

moving consumer goods

packaging. The machines are

equipped with fillers according to the product

to be packed. The machine outputs filled

pouches in three/four side sealed, bottom

gusseted or stand-up formats. These may be

profile cut and sealed and may be fitted with

Hall 11
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spouts or zippers. We are CE

certif ied and ISO 9000

qualified.

By use of a pouch feed

conveyor, our machine may

be adapted for picking filling and sealing of

preformed pouches.

We also manufacture a compact machine

which outputs filled pouches in three/four side

sealed format only for packs of below 50g/ml.

NPM Machinery Pvt. Ltd.
"NPM Machinery Pvt. Ltd.",

as one of the fastest

growing manufacturer and

exporter of complete line of

Liquid & Powder Bottle

F i l l i n g & P a c k a g i n g

Equipments from India . Our machines have

wide applications in different industries like,

pharmaceuticals, Food & Beverages, Pesticides,

Cosmetics & HomeCare,Oils etc.

Catering an entire range of equipments for

more than one and half decades, we have

carved a niche in domestic and international

market. Perceiving a vision to make liquid

packaging the most sophisticated and

competitive, we are determined to serve any

latest need of the industry. We have our

presence in more than 25 countries across the

world.

NPM is located in Ahmedabad, an industrial

heart in the state of Gujarat, with operations

spread to all corners of the country as well as

beyond its borders. NPM has a state-of-art

Hall 11
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manufacturing facility with a built are of 50,000

sq. ft and spread over 75,000 sq.ft. The facility

boasts of well-equipped assembly shop with

modern-day equipments. Our powerhouse of

innovations- the R & D section works hand in

glove with our fabrication and machine ship

which is augmented with all modern machines

and process methodologies to bring our

innovation to life.

www.foodtecindia.comwww.packexindia.com



Aakanksha Technologies
A A K A N K S H A T E C H N O L O G I E S i s t h e

technology provider to its clients. They offer

state of the art technology from PIGO srl ITALY.

PIGO srl, one of the world's leading freezing

equipment manufacturers and fruit and

vegetable processing equipment suppliers with

an extensive experience in both freezing and fruit

and vegetables processing. Together with our

partners, we have installed our machines, both

spiral and fluidised bed freezers, throughout the

world. Our systems have been supplied to

companies in US, Europe, Africa, Australia and

Asia by our company and our partners in the

industry.

PIGO srl is specialized in building freezers:

►EASY Freeze IQF, freezer with fluidised bed,

the most suitable for IQF freezing variety of

fruits, vegetables and numerous sea, meat and

cheese products and other many other

products which can be fluidized. Our Freezers

are built in modular sizes and all components

are made entirely of stainless steel, capable to

provide perfect. IQF product even with work

with delicate products like cooked rice,

raspberries, etc…

►EASY Freeze SPYRO, spiral freezer, the most

suitable solution for freezing doughy and bulky

products, like Indian snacks, ice creams, pizza,

bakery dough,meat and fish,etc…

We can proudly say that our machines achieve

excellent operating characteristics, energy

efficiency and user friendly, and it comes up

with a lot of advantages and privilege to our

buyers.

In India PIGO partnered with AAKANKSHA

TECHNOLOGIES.

For further details, please visit our website

www.pigo.biz
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Transtecno s.r.l

TRANSTECNO gearboxes and gearmotors in

India

Transtecno Group is one of the most important

Italian companies that manufactures gearboxes

and gearmotors.

For 30 years,Transtecno has been designing and

producing a wide range of power transmission

solutions such as wormgearboxes, helical

gearboxes, planetary gearboxes, DC and AC

motors either standard or customised for special

projects.

TRANSTECNO GROUP: The Group's head office

is located in Bologna, a renown area for motors

and mechanical components in the northern

part of Italy. Transtecno was established in the

mid eighties by the President Mr. Claudio

Lorenzoni who after working for some years in

the gearbox industry decided to set up his own

company. Today Transtecno has become an

emerging Italian and European company,

producing transmission solutions.

Transtecno Group consists of companies and

Sales Offices located in various European

countries and other strategic points worldwide.

Hangzhou Transtecno Power Transmissions Co

Ltd (HTC Co Ltd) is one of Group Manufacturing

plants, supervises and develops production

activities in China; through a team of engineers it

focuses work especially on quality control.

Geartecno Holland B.V., Dutch associate,

distributes Transtecno products in the

Netherlands and in Belgium.

Intecno srl produces a complete range of

microgearmotors and distributes, often

exclusively international brands in the power

transmission field.

The Sales Offices are an important reference in

various countries : Brazil, France, Australia, South

Korea,China and now finally also in India.

PRODUCTS FOR SPECIFC MARKETS: As well as

the standard range in stock, Transtecno has

developed 5 new product ranges for 5 specific

markets. PoultryTecno (www.poultrytecno.net),

SolarTecno, FireTecno (www.firetecno.net),

CleanTecno and Car-WashTecno are made up of

gearboxes and gearmotors dedicated

respectively to the solar sector, poultry sector,

biomass boilers, industrial cleaning and car-wash

systems.

R&D IN ITALY: The R&D area in the Technical

Department has all the latest instruments in

order to develop the best solutions for our

clients.We are able to produce 3D resin samples

with the design engineering software Solidworks

and our 3D printer. Furthermore, our products

can be accurately tested on our test benches

that cover up to 400Nm.

TRANSTECNO IN INDIA: As previously

mentioned, due to growing demand and a very

active market,Transtecno has recently invested

in the Indian market by opening a Sales Office

in India, located in Mumbai. Sales Office India is

managed by Mr. Sameer N. Vaidya, 18 years of

valuable Gear Industry experience after playing a

crucial role in the launch of major global power

transmission brands in India. Customer oriented

approach, ability to provide solutions, efforts to

provide best of after sales service , transparency

have been the key attributes for the success.

Always emphasis is given on delivering most

optimal solutions to clients that are technically

superior and commercially viable. At Transtecno,

efforts will be to provide best products, solutions,

services at most optimal cost.
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Saurabh Flexipack Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Saurabh Flexipack Systems

Pvt. Ltd., an ISO 9001:2001

Engineering Company with

15 years of experience in

manufacturing packaging

machines has become successful in gaining the

top position in the market.We strive to provide

solution for packaging technology through

research and development with cost effective

low maintenance performance driven machine.

We are a Pune (India) based company with sales

& service offices across India and abroad. Our

professional and ambitious research team is

always enthusiastic to develop and deliver the

best and the latest to meet the growing

demand of the industry.

· OUR VISION: Always a futuristic approach

to design & manufacture more advanced

packaging Machines

· OUR MISSION: To offer cost-effective, low

maintenance & performance driven

machinery

· OUR ASPIRATION: To provide every

possible solution of Packaging Technology

through Research & Development

OUR Machines

Baggers: Contibag; Kawach Twin - 150; Kawach

1200; Kawach 900; Kawach 700; Kawach 600;

Kawach 450

Fillers: Multihead Weigher; Liner weigh filler;

Auger filler;Cup filler;Belt weigher

Accessories: “Z” Shape bucket conveyor;

Aclivities Conveyor; Screw Conveyor; Takeoff

Conveyor
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CHECK WEIGHER

Shubham Automation Pvt. Ltd.
Shubham Automation has been

s e r v i n g t h e p a c k i n g a n d

packaging industry with its

engineered solutions for years

now.

Established in 1997 as an Automation solution

provider, SAPL designed and built its first quality

assurance solution in 2007. This is ensured

through two key parameters weight and vision

to achieve completeness and correctness.

With our own design, fabrication and assembly

facilities, SAPL System focused on food, pharma

and FMCG industry, soon the team and

infrastructure grew rapidly to a level of

challenges size to the more established grant

players from the developed markets.

Today we are proud to be India's best emerging

manufacturer of on line and offline checking

and correcting solution providers. No other

checker machinery manufacturer in India can

lay claim to as many uniquely designed system

Hall 11
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MACHINE VISION

as SAPL Whether it is an in-line,

off line checkers, SAPL sets a lofty

standard for quality and reliability

in weight & vision with Successful

Installation of More than 1000

units in industry.

Jay Instruments & Systems Pvt. Ltd. Hall 12A
C 80

The Jay Instruments & Systems Pvt. Ltd. (JISL) is

a leading provider of industrial automation

solutions.

JISL representAnritsu Industrial solution Co Ltd.,

Japan in India. Anritsu is an global leader in

Manufacturing state of art, end of line

inspection. A wide range of sizes and

configurations are available to handle nearly

any container type or package design, even at

high production rates, to ensure accurate

product delivery, reduced giveaway, and

optimized production processes. Check-

weighers are built to suit various, applications,

environment, regulatory and industries

requirements. Anritsu dynamic checkweighing

solutions delivers high productivity and

profitabil it . checkweighers for various

industries, such as pharmaceutical, food,

beverage, chemical and non-food industries.

Noida Fabcon Machines Pvt. Ltd.
FABCON, an ISO 9001-2013 and

D'N'B certified group engaged in

providing customized solutions

for the Food & Related Industry

for over 35 years. We have been

regularly meeting the diverse

needs of esteemed clients for

their requirement of PROCESS & PACKAGING

SOLUTIONS.

We have customers like Haldirams, ITC Group,

Perfetti Van Melle, Corn Agra, Nestle, Unilever,

Pepsico, Coca-Cola, Mondelez, Dabur, Ruchi

Soya, Yellow Diamond & many more. We are

also working for many other well known &

prestigious names in the FOOD & FMCG

Industry & have been providing various

solutions based on customer requirement.They

are testament of our quality & services. With

support of our esteemed customers, we have

expanded to our 3rd & most modern

manufacturing setup to offer shorter delivery

and enhanced quality.

With the objective of providing better & more

efficient solutions, we have formed a Joint

Venture with UK based Powder Handling

Equipment Supplier Company, M/s. Spiroflow

(UK) & have representation rights for

companies like Syspal, Dremax, Anliker, Tavil

etc.

We Specialize in Food Processing & Conveying

Equipment like:

FOOD PROCESSING &VALUEADDITION:

1) Snack Food Processing for Convenience

Snacks & Indian Ethnic Namkeen

2) Flavoring Systems for Ready to Eat Snack;

3) Online Namkeen Mixing&Coating Systems

CONVEYING:

1. Pa c k i n g A p p l i c a t i o n s : Co nvey i n g ,

Distribution & Feeding by using Bucket

Elevator, Flexible Screw Conveyor, Drag

Conveyor,VibratoryConveyors

2. Conveying & Handing of Solids like Snacks,

Fruits & Vegetables, Grains, Spices, Pulses

etc.,

3. Conveying & Handing of Powders like

Spices, Sugar, Tea, Grits, Flakes of food,

plastic granules, chemical, tea, fillers like

CaCo3 etc.

4. Warehouse conveying like transfer of

cartons, bags, packets etc. We have tied

with world leaders

Other than above, we can also provide Special

Purpose Systems with Customized Solutions

based on your specifications.

Our Moto is to be a COMPLETE SOLUTION

PROVIDER FORTHE FOOD &AGRO INDUSTRY

BY PROVIDING LATEST TECHNOLOGY &

EFFICIENT SERVICES

Hall 12A
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BEAR Mills &
Tanks GmbH

M a n u f a c t u r e r o f

machines and plants

for the cocoa and

c o n f e c t i o n a r y

industry. The product

range includes mills, winnower, dryer, roaster

and tanks.www.bear-gmbh.de
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Vijay Flexible Containers Pvt. Ltd.

VFC manufactures versatile

Horizontal Form-Fill-Seal

(HFFS) machines for fast

moving consumer goods

packaging. The machines are

equipped with fillers according to the product

to be packed. The machine outputs filled

pouches in three/four side sealed, bottom

gusseted or stand-up formats. These may be

profile cut and sealed and may be fitted with

Hall 11
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spouts or zippers. We are CE

certif ied and ISO 9000

qualified.

By use of a pouch feed

conveyor, our machine may

be adapted for picking filling and sealing of

preformed pouches.

We also manufacture a compact machine

which outputs filled pouches in three/four side

sealed format only for packs of below 50g/ml.

NPM Machinery Pvt. Ltd.
"NPM Machinery Pvt. Ltd.",

as one of the fastest

growing manufacturer and

exporter of complete line of

Liquid & Powder Bottle

F i l l i n g & P a c k a g i n g

Equipments from India . Our machines have

wide applications in different industries like,

pharmaceuticals, Food & Beverages, Pesticides,

Cosmetics & HomeCare,Oils etc.

Catering an entire range of equipments for

more than one and half decades, we have

carved a niche in domestic and international

market. Perceiving a vision to make liquid

packaging the most sophisticated and

competitive, we are determined to serve any

latest need of the industry. We have our

presence in more than 25 countries across the

world.

NPM is located in Ahmedabad, an industrial

heart in the state of Gujarat, with operations

spread to all corners of the country as well as

beyond its borders. NPM has a state-of-art

Hall 11
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manufacturing facility with a built are of 50,000

sq. ft and spread over 75,000 sq.ft. The facility

boasts of well-equipped assembly shop with

modern-day equipments. Our powerhouse of

innovations- the R & D section works hand in

glove with our fabrication and machine ship

which is augmented with all modern machines

and process methodologies to bring our

innovation to life.

www.foodtecindia.comwww.packexindia.com
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Jeevika Food

Machine Pvt .

Ltd.,Chennai is a

d y n a m i c

C o m p a n y

founded with the

motivation to provide Added Value Goods and

Services to Indian food processing industries

such as: Rice Industry, Pasta Industry, Dal

Industry, Wheat Industry, Maize Industry, Nuts

Industry, Dry Fruits Industry, Snacks Industry,

Confectionery Industry, Spice Industry, Frozen

fruits & vegetable Industry, Dehydrated

vegetable & fruits Industry, Salt Industry, Sugar

Industry and Ready to eat food industry.

Jeevika Food Machine Private Limited., Chennai

is exclusively dealing the food processing

machineries such as: optical color sorting

machine, pasta equipment lines, steam

sterilization/pasteurization & roasting line,

complete packaging solutions, raisin processing

line, retort machine and retort & microwavable

pouch from the consortium of world class

organizations from various countries like: Italy,

France, Canada, South Africa, Spain and South

Korea.

ASM Advanced

Sorting Machines

S R L . , I t a l y i s

e n g a g e d i n

manufacturing of

color sorting machines more than 30 years in

the sector of optical-electronic sorters.ASM has
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a foothold in the market as a benchmark for the

food sectors such as Rice, Dal, Wheat, Maize,

Nuts, Spice, Seeds, Beans, breakfast cereal,

Coffee,Tea, dry fruits, Frozen fruits & vegetables,

Dehydrated onions & garlic, Dehydrated fruits

& vegetables, etc., and non-food sectors such as

plastics, ores, minerals & salt. ASM Advanced

Sorting Machines SRL has supplied the color

sorting machines in domestic and abroad for

various applications and proved its technology

and vast experience in food and non-food

sectors.

A n s e l m o

S.p.a., Italy

o f f e r s

continuous

automatic lines for the production of every size

of dried pasta.Thanks to 35 years of experience

and constant technological evolution, Anselmo

has become one of the most important

companies worldwide. Today our pasta factory

equipment, fully manufactured in the two

Italian production sites, are present in 25

countries of 4 continents: we reached this goal

thanks to the quality of our production, the use

of advanced technologies, the commitment

and expertise of our staff.

Revtech Process System SAS, France is

engaged in manufacturing of steam

sterilization/pasteurization and roasting units,

created in 1997 in Valence (France) and is

managed by its founder Martin MITZKAT, an

American engineer. Revtech is over 50

successfully industrial projects throughout the

world in the 13 years since its creation in a wide

range of sectors from the food industry to

chemicals, petrochemicals, automobile and

pharmaceuticals.

QUALIPAK

CC., South

Africa is a

manufactur

er of world

class equipment for food, wine and beverage

industries. Qualipak was listed as the preferred

equipment supplier with many of its customers.

With superior technical knowledge and

innovative design solutions, the Qualipak team

is outstanding quality. Capable of handling a

complete turnkey projects from the initial

concept and the planning phase to the final

commissioning and successful operation stage

and offers many services.

I n d u m a k -

Industria De

M a q u i n a s

K re i s Lt d . ,

Brazi l i s a

Company with totally Brazilian capital, located

in Jaraguá do Sul, Santa Catarina, stands out in

the market due to its modern line of packing

machines, baling machines and their

accessories. In 1963, the entrepreneurial spirit

of a team of professionals led to what would

become one of the most reliable suppliers of

solutions in packing.

KOTINPACK INC.,

South Korea is

leading flexible

packaging materials manufacturer and

exporting to all over the world. The Retort

Pouches, Microwavable, Spout, Zipper pouches

and lid film are produced by employing leading

Japanese technologies and machineries and the

quality of these Retort pouches are well

accepted in South Korea and rest of the world.

SURDRY S.L., Spain

is one of the leading

r e t o r t m a c h i n e

manufacturer and

concentrate exclusively in the design,

manufacturing and servicing retort machines

for food preservation by heat sterilization and

pasteurization after packaging. In 1983, we

patented a process system that later became a

worldwide known standard widely used and

imitated because the extraordinary system

efficiency in heat penetration and optimum

energy usage with low operational costs. This

great little company celebrates its 30th year of

total and exclusive dedication to food sterilizing

and pasteurizing. The name of Surdry is

associated worldwide with quality and reliable

autoclaves and the prestige of a small company

has spread across the five continents.

Odtin Food Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

In a short span of 5 years of establishment,

through the process of metamorphosis we are

clearly able to visualize the success of our

organization only because of gradual and

steady accomplishment of our vision: to offer

world”s best turnkey solution in food

processing industry, our mission: to offer high

end food processing technology and services

which is only possible by inculcation of our core

values: intigrity, transparency, honesty,

responsibility,unity and agility within our team.

The promoters of our organization having a

hard core experience of more than two decades

in the field of food processing and technology

and are leaders in their respective fields do have

the pulse of actual requirements of the

customers and have linked their dedicated

employees, strong work force on shop floor,

business associates and vendors to work them

all in a single unit with a focused direction to

achieve the dead lines of the given project and

accomplish installation and commissioning

successfully.

We have developed a world class in house

infrastructure facilities and have kept ourselves

updated wi th the la tes t tec hno log y

advancements and pass on the same to our

clients world over assuring desired results. Our

innovative ideas in process and packing

techno logy have recent ly been we l l

acknowledged by our clients'.

The list of satisfied clients world over and our

strong associat ion with international

(European, USA, UK, China and Japan) and

national business partners has given us courage

to serve our esteemed clients with our 360

degree solution in the projects of food

processing like potato chips, banana chips,

cassava chips, potato flakes, frozen french fries,

fruits and vegetables, speciality products (RTE),

extruded products viz: corn curls, pellets, pasta,

corn flakes, break fast cereals, pellet frying,

roasting technology many more and their

packing solutions.

With the dedicated and all-out support of our

associates, customers, staff, workers and well-

wishers and last but not the least blessing of our

elderly parents our company's flight has taken

off to reach new heights in years to come.
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A&D Instruments India (P) Limited
A&D Instruments India (P) Limited, is a direct

subsidiary ofA&DCompany Limited, Japan.

A&D is a world leading manufacturers of

Electronic Weighing Products, Test &

Measuring equipments, Inspection Systems

and Medical products. Various industries like

packaging, pharma, scientific, laboratory,

institutes uses A&D product in wide range of

applications.

A&D India promote, provides Sales and Services

of A&D Japan products in India. Online check

weigher & Metal Detector are recent addition

to our vast product range.

A&D is proud to be a company who can provide

full packaging solutions with Japanese

technology for packaging industry in India. Our

products in packaging includes check weigher,

metal detector, Indicators, Dust & waterproof

balances & Scales,MoistureAnalyzer, Industrial

Scales.

Email: info@aanddindia.in

www.aanddindia.inWebsite:
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Standard Machinery Sales Company
Standard Machinery Sales Company headed by

Mr. Sunil Kumar having more than 40 years

experience in the business alongwith his son Mr.

Nikhil Kumar and son-in-law Mr. Rajeev Jagga

having Head Office in Chennai and branches all

over India representing a number of Food

processing and Packaging Lines like M/s. Ladco

/ Macintyre Group of Scotland & M/s. Petzholdt

Heidenauer, Germany part of HDM group for

Chocolate Refiners, Conches, Cocoa and

chocolate Processing equipments, M/s. Aasted

Group of Denmark for Chocolate, Moulding

and Enrobing lines, Extruders, Cooling Tunnels,

Ovens and Biscuit machinery,etc.

M/s. Gocmen Machiney of Turkey for high

capacity Wafer Plant machines including

processing and auxiliary equipments, M/s.

Eurosicma of Italy for High Speed Pillow

Packaging for candy and flow wrap machines

for food and other products, M/s. Max Riner of

Switzerland for Chocolate moulds, M/s. ESM

Machinery of China for Candy Depositing plant,

M/s. Executive, Italy for Confectionery

production and processing equipments, M/s.
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George Foods, China for Bubble gum and

Chewingum lines, M/s. Pentavac, Italy for FFS

machines andWeighing systems.

M/s. Hansa Industrie-Mixer, Germany for

Mixing and Aerating machines for Dairy, food

and confectionery, etc., M/s. Lalesse Extrusion

b.v., Holand for their Snack Food processing line,

M/s. La Parmagiani S.r.l. Italy for their Pasta

Machinery for small and medium size

productions, M/s. Sprematec G.m.b.h, Germany

for Ice Cream Cone and Wafer machines, etc.

M/s. Jeremy SP, Poland for Bakery machines

including Depositors, Mixers, Ovens, Bread

Slicers and Bagging machines. We also provide

FFS, Shrink Wrap & Stand-up pouch machines

from Europe andTurkey.

Besides this we are also representing for Roto

Gravure and Flexo Print ing machines

manufacturers from Italy and China. Our

equipments being supplied to all leading

companies in India.Our customers include M/s.

ITC Foods, M/s. Mondelez Cadbury Kraftfoods,

M/s. Nestle India, M/s. Parle Products, M/s. Lotte

India and other leading food companies.

Vibgyor International Pvt. Ltd.

l Bottle Rigidity – maintain bottle shape even

with lighter weight containers

l Eliminate Paneling – increase the internal

pressure to offset paneling issues

l Oxygen Reduction – create an inert

environment to preserve product freshness

l Extend Shelf Life – minimize oxygen levels

l Ease of Labeling – consistent bottle rigidity

creates an efficient labeling process

l Reduce Nitrogen Consumption – measurable

and repeatable liquid doses

l Maximize Warehouse Storage Space –

increasing product stackability utilizes less

square footage

l Stabilize Organic Products – extend shelf life

without preservatives

We take this opportunity to introduce ourselves

as a more than 38 years old company

specializing in the field of packaging machines

and materials. It has always been our endeavour

to make available to the Indian industry the

State of the Art Technology packaging

innovations from world over for sturdy, cost

effective and speedy packaging of as much

diversified products as edible oil to tyres and

tablets to yarn.

VIBGYOR with its extensive experience and tie

up with world renowned packaging companies

such as 3M, Sealed Air & Chart Industries etc.

has graduated to a one stop shop offering

complete solutions to its discerning customers

rather than providing piece meal equipments.

We have the capabilities to take up from the

conceptualization stage, move over to

designing and then delivering the most secure

and cost effective packaging solutions.

We shall be live demonstrating the capability of

our Liquid Nitrogen Dozer model Ultradoser

from Chart Industries, USA – A World Leader in

Cryogenics.

The UltraDoser is the multi-purpose liquid

nitrogen (LN2) dosing system utilizing

advanced cryogenic technology and PLC

programming. This ultra-efficient system is

designed for low to medium production line

speeds to dispense a precise dose of LN2 into

every container every time. The LN2 gasifies

and is either trapped in the container to add

rigidity or escapes with oxygen to inert the

headspace.

Key Benefits

l Lightweight PET – reduce the weight of PET

for costand environmental savings

l Glass to PET Transition – eliminate glass

safety hazards and weight of containers

Hall 11
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Elesa+Ganter® is a commercial joint-venture

between the two world leaders of standard

machine elements: Elesa S.p.A (Monza, Milano,

Italy) and Otto Ganter GmbH & Co. KG

(Furtwangen, Germany). The joint-venture

made its first steps into the East-European

market and today it covers more than 35

industrialised countries. Elesa+Ganter offers a

wide range of standard machine elements to be

used in almost all industries - Dairy Industry

Machines, Packaging Bottling and Labelling

Machines, Construction and material handling

machines, Hydraulic Equipment, Metalworking

Machines, Medical and Laboratory Equipment,

Paper Processing and Printing Machines,

Machines for Building Materials, Plastic/Rubber

moulding machines,Agriculture and Gardening,

Woodworking Machines, Textile Machines, etc

and many more. includeWidest product range

60,000 of standard machine elements

worldwide- Operating elements, Clamping

knobs, Clamping levers, Clamping lever, U-

handles, Fixed, revolving, fold-away handles,

Control elements, Rotary controls, Indexing

elements, Machine elements, Joints, Levelling

elements, Hinges, Latches, Hook, toggle and

power clamps, Accessories for hydraulic

systems, Tube clamp connectors, Castors and

Wheels,Retaining magnets.

Innovation starts with seeing things differently

than others. Elesa+Ganter has created its

milestone by its pioneering manufacturing

know-how and unique product design. The

original design is one of the most relevant

characteristics of the Elesa+Ganter elements,
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coming from a combination of thorough

ergonomic research and special styling care.The

products are protected and by more than 150

inte rnat iona l patents . We be l ieve in

continuously searching for better ways of doing

things. We believe that innovation is the

ultimate driver for long-term profitability and

growth. are part ofCustomized solutions

Elesa+Ganter's core competence. In spite of the

enormous variety of standardised elements,

there are often highly specific requirements in

terms of dimensions, materials or functionality.

Work ing c lose ly wi th the cus tomer,

Elesa+Ganter then develops individual

solutions. is a key factor in productivityR&D

improvement. Elesa+Ganter is equipped with a

modern dedicated R&D facility with Advance

Testing Laboratory. Our R&D team not only

develops products, but also continuously

improves the quality of the existing products.

Global presence in all our current and

potential markets is an essential element of our

business strategy.We have worldwide sales and

distribution network in more than 66 countries.

Customer service is the overall activity of

identifying and satisfying customer's needs.

Today customers are not only looking for

products, they need technical support as well.

We provide comprehensive customer support

including technical assistance.

Visit us at:www.elesa-ganter.com

www.foodtecindia.comwww.packexindia.com
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Jeevika Food

Machine Pvt .

Ltd.,Chennai is a

d y n a m i c

C o m p a n y

founded with the

motivation to provide Added Value Goods and

Services to Indian food processing industries

such as: Rice Industry, Pasta Industry, Dal

Industry, Wheat Industry, Maize Industry, Nuts

Industry, Dry Fruits Industry, Snacks Industry,

Confectionery Industry, Spice Industry, Frozen

fruits & vegetable Industry, Dehydrated

vegetable & fruits Industry, Salt Industry, Sugar

Industry and Ready to eat food industry.

Jeevika Food Machine Private Limited., Chennai

is exclusively dealing the food processing

machineries such as: optical color sorting

machine, pasta equipment lines, steam

sterilization/pasteurization & roasting line,

complete packaging solutions, raisin processing

line, retort machine and retort & microwavable

pouch from the consortium of world class

organizations from various countries like: Italy,

France, Canada, South Africa, Spain and South

Korea.

ASM Advanced

Sorting Machines

S R L . , I t a l y i s

e n g a g e d i n

manufacturing of

color sorting machines more than 30 years in

the sector of optical-electronic sorters.ASM has
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a foothold in the market as a benchmark for the

food sectors such as Rice, Dal, Wheat, Maize,

Nuts, Spice, Seeds, Beans, breakfast cereal,

Coffee,Tea, dry fruits, Frozen fruits & vegetables,

Dehydrated onions & garlic, Dehydrated fruits

& vegetables, etc., and non-food sectors such as

plastics, ores, minerals & salt. ASM Advanced

Sorting Machines SRL has supplied the color

sorting machines in domestic and abroad for

various applications and proved its technology

and vast experience in food and non-food

sectors.

A n s e l m o

S.p.a., Italy

o f f e r s

continuous

automatic lines for the production of every size

of dried pasta.Thanks to 35 years of experience

and constant technological evolution, Anselmo

has become one of the most important

companies worldwide. Today our pasta factory

equipment, fully manufactured in the two

Italian production sites, are present in 25

countries of 4 continents: we reached this goal

thanks to the quality of our production, the use

of advanced technologies, the commitment

and expertise of our staff.

Revtech Process System SAS, France is

engaged in manufacturing of steam

sterilization/pasteurization and roasting units,

created in 1997 in Valence (France) and is

managed by its founder Martin MITZKAT, an

American engineer. Revtech is over 50

successfully industrial projects throughout the

world in the 13 years since its creation in a wide

range of sectors from the food industry to

chemicals, petrochemicals, automobile and

pharmaceuticals.

QUALIPAK

CC., South

Africa is a

manufactur

er of world

class equipment for food, wine and beverage

industries. Qualipak was listed as the preferred

equipment supplier with many of its customers.

With superior technical knowledge and

innovative design solutions, the Qualipak team

is outstanding quality. Capable of handling a

complete turnkey projects from the initial

concept and the planning phase to the final

commissioning and successful operation stage

and offers many services.

I n d u m a k -

Industria De

M a q u i n a s

K re i s Lt d . ,

Brazi l i s a

Company with totally Brazilian capital, located

in Jaraguá do Sul, Santa Catarina, stands out in

the market due to its modern line of packing

machines, baling machines and their

accessories. In 1963, the entrepreneurial spirit

of a team of professionals led to what would

become one of the most reliable suppliers of

solutions in packing.

KOTINPACK INC.,

South Korea is

leading flexible

packaging materials manufacturer and

exporting to all over the world. The Retort

Pouches, Microwavable, Spout, Zipper pouches

and lid film are produced by employing leading

Japanese technologies and machineries and the

quality of these Retort pouches are well

accepted in South Korea and rest of the world.

SURDRY S.L., Spain

is one of the leading

r e t o r t m a c h i n e

manufacturer and

concentrate exclusively in the design,

manufacturing and servicing retort machines

for food preservation by heat sterilization and

pasteurization after packaging. In 1983, we

patented a process system that later became a

worldwide known standard widely used and

imitated because the extraordinary system

efficiency in heat penetration and optimum

energy usage with low operational costs. This

great little company celebrates its 30th year of

total and exclusive dedication to food sterilizing

and pasteurizing. The name of Surdry is

associated worldwide with quality and reliable

autoclaves and the prestige of a small company

has spread across the five continents.

Odtin Food Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

In a short span of 5 years of establishment,

through the process of metamorphosis we are

clearly able to visualize the success of our

organization only because of gradual and

steady accomplishment of our vision: to offer

world”s best turnkey solution in food

processing industry, our mission: to offer high

end food processing technology and services

which is only possible by inculcation of our core

values: intigrity, transparency, honesty,

responsibility,unity and agility within our team.

The promoters of our organization having a

hard core experience of more than two decades

in the field of food processing and technology

and are leaders in their respective fields do have

the pulse of actual requirements of the

customers and have linked their dedicated

employees, strong work force on shop floor,

business associates and vendors to work them

all in a single unit with a focused direction to

achieve the dead lines of the given project and

accomplish installation and commissioning

successfully.

We have developed a world class in house

infrastructure facilities and have kept ourselves

updated wi th the la tes t tec hno log y

advancements and pass on the same to our

clients world over assuring desired results. Our

innovative ideas in process and packing

techno logy have recent ly been we l l

acknowledged by our clients'.

The list of satisfied clients world over and our

strong associat ion with international

(European, USA, UK, China and Japan) and

national business partners has given us courage

to serve our esteemed clients with our 360

degree solution in the projects of food

processing like potato chips, banana chips,

cassava chips, potato flakes, frozen french fries,

fruits and vegetables, speciality products (RTE),

extruded products viz: corn curls, pellets, pasta,

corn flakes, break fast cereals, pellet frying,

roasting technology many more and their

packing solutions.

With the dedicated and all-out support of our

associates, customers, staff, workers and well-

wishers and last but not the least blessing of our

elderly parents our company's flight has taken

off to reach new heights in years to come.
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A&D Instruments India (P) Limited
A&D Instruments India (P) Limited, is a direct

subsidiary ofA&DCompany Limited, Japan.

A&D is a world leading manufacturers of

Electronic Weighing Products, Test &

Measuring equipments, Inspection Systems

and Medical products. Various industries like

packaging, pharma, scientific, laboratory,

institutes uses A&D product in wide range of

applications.

A&D India promote, provides Sales and Services

of A&D Japan products in India. Online check

weigher & Metal Detector are recent addition

to our vast product range.

A&D is proud to be a company who can provide

full packaging solutions with Japanese

technology for packaging industry in India. Our

products in packaging includes check weigher,

metal detector, Indicators, Dust & waterproof

balances & Scales,MoistureAnalyzer, Industrial

Scales.

Email: info@aanddindia.in

www.aanddindia.inWebsite:
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Standard Machinery Sales Company
Standard Machinery Sales Company headed by

Mr. Sunil Kumar having more than 40 years

experience in the business alongwith his son Mr.

Nikhil Kumar and son-in-law Mr. Rajeev Jagga

having Head Office in Chennai and branches all

over India representing a number of Food

processing and Packaging Lines like M/s. Ladco

/ Macintyre Group of Scotland & M/s. Petzholdt

Heidenauer, Germany part of HDM group for

Chocolate Refiners, Conches, Cocoa and

chocolate Processing equipments, M/s. Aasted

Group of Denmark for Chocolate, Moulding

and Enrobing lines, Extruders, Cooling Tunnels,

Ovens and Biscuit machinery,etc.

M/s. Gocmen Machiney of Turkey for high

capacity Wafer Plant machines including

processing and auxiliary equipments, M/s.

Eurosicma of Italy for High Speed Pillow

Packaging for candy and flow wrap machines

for food and other products, M/s. Max Riner of

Switzerland for Chocolate moulds, M/s. ESM

Machinery of China for Candy Depositing plant,

M/s. Executive, Italy for Confectionery

production and processing equipments, M/s.
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George Foods, China for Bubble gum and

Chewingum lines, M/s. Pentavac, Italy for FFS

machines andWeighing systems.

M/s. Hansa Industrie-Mixer, Germany for

Mixing and Aerating machines for Dairy, food

and confectionery, etc., M/s. Lalesse Extrusion

b.v., Holand for their Snack Food processing line,

M/s. La Parmagiani S.r.l. Italy for their Pasta

Machinery for small and medium size

productions, M/s. Sprematec G.m.b.h, Germany

for Ice Cream Cone and Wafer machines, etc.

M/s. Jeremy SP, Poland for Bakery machines

including Depositors, Mixers, Ovens, Bread

Slicers and Bagging machines. We also provide

FFS, Shrink Wrap & Stand-up pouch machines

from Europe andTurkey.

Besides this we are also representing for Roto

Gravure and Flexo Print ing machines

manufacturers from Italy and China. Our

equipments being supplied to all leading

companies in India.Our customers include M/s.

ITC Foods, M/s. Mondelez Cadbury Kraftfoods,

M/s. Nestle India, M/s. Parle Products, M/s. Lotte

India and other leading food companies.

Vibgyor International Pvt. Ltd.

l Bottle Rigidity – maintain bottle shape even

with lighter weight containers

l Eliminate Paneling – increase the internal

pressure to offset paneling issues

l Oxygen Reduction – create an inert

environment to preserve product freshness

l Extend Shelf Life – minimize oxygen levels

l Ease of Labeling – consistent bottle rigidity

creates an efficient labeling process

l Reduce Nitrogen Consumption – measurable

and repeatable liquid doses

l Maximize Warehouse Storage Space –

increasing product stackability utilizes less

square footage

l Stabilize Organic Products – extend shelf life

without preservatives

We take this opportunity to introduce ourselves

as a more than 38 years old company

specializing in the field of packaging machines

and materials. It has always been our endeavour

to make available to the Indian industry the

State of the Art Technology packaging

innovations from world over for sturdy, cost

effective and speedy packaging of as much

diversified products as edible oil to tyres and

tablets to yarn.

VIBGYOR with its extensive experience and tie

up with world renowned packaging companies

such as 3M, Sealed Air & Chart Industries etc.

has graduated to a one stop shop offering

complete solutions to its discerning customers

rather than providing piece meal equipments.

We have the capabilities to take up from the

conceptualization stage, move over to

designing and then delivering the most secure

and cost effective packaging solutions.

We shall be live demonstrating the capability of

our Liquid Nitrogen Dozer model Ultradoser

from Chart Industries, USA – A World Leader in

Cryogenics.

The UltraDoser is the multi-purpose liquid

nitrogen (LN2) dosing system utilizing

advanced cryogenic technology and PLC

programming. This ultra-efficient system is

designed for low to medium production line

speeds to dispense a precise dose of LN2 into

every container every time. The LN2 gasifies

and is either trapped in the container to add

rigidity or escapes with oxygen to inert the

headspace.

Key Benefits

l Lightweight PET – reduce the weight of PET

for costand environmental savings

l Glass to PET Transition – eliminate glass

safety hazards and weight of containers
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Elesa+Ganter® is a commercial joint-venture

between the two world leaders of standard

machine elements: Elesa S.p.A (Monza, Milano,

Italy) and Otto Ganter GmbH & Co. KG

(Furtwangen, Germany). The joint-venture

made its first steps into the East-European

market and today it covers more than 35

industrialised countries. Elesa+Ganter offers a

wide range of standard machine elements to be

used in almost all industries - Dairy Industry

Machines, Packaging Bottling and Labelling

Machines, Construction and material handling

machines, Hydraulic Equipment, Metalworking

Machines, Medical and Laboratory Equipment,

Paper Processing and Printing Machines,

Machines for Building Materials, Plastic/Rubber

moulding machines,Agriculture and Gardening,

Woodworking Machines, Textile Machines, etc

and many more. includeWidest product range

60,000 of standard machine elements

worldwide- Operating elements, Clamping

knobs, Clamping levers, Clamping lever, U-

handles, Fixed, revolving, fold-away handles,

Control elements, Rotary controls, Indexing

elements, Machine elements, Joints, Levelling

elements, Hinges, Latches, Hook, toggle and

power clamps, Accessories for hydraulic

systems, Tube clamp connectors, Castors and

Wheels,Retaining magnets.

Innovation starts with seeing things differently

than others. Elesa+Ganter has created its

milestone by its pioneering manufacturing

know-how and unique product design. The

original design is one of the most relevant

characteristics of the Elesa+Ganter elements,
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coming from a combination of thorough

ergonomic research and special styling care.The

products are protected and by more than 150

inte rnat iona l patents . We be l ieve in

continuously searching for better ways of doing

things. We believe that innovation is the

ultimate driver for long-term profitability and

growth. are part ofCustomized solutions

Elesa+Ganter's core competence. In spite of the

enormous variety of standardised elements,

there are often highly specific requirements in

terms of dimensions, materials or functionality.

Work ing c lose ly wi th the cus tomer,

Elesa+Ganter then develops individual

solutions. is a key factor in productivityR&D

improvement. Elesa+Ganter is equipped with a

modern dedicated R&D facility with Advance

Testing Laboratory. Our R&D team not only

develops products, but also continuously

improves the quality of the existing products.

Global presence in all our current and

potential markets is an essential element of our

business strategy.We have worldwide sales and

distribution network in more than 66 countries.

Customer service is the overall activity of

identifying and satisfying customer's needs.

Today customers are not only looking for

products, they need technical support as well.

We provide comprehensive customer support

including technical assistance.

Visit us at:www.elesa-ganter.com

www.foodtecindia.comwww.packexindia.com
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Vedic Pac Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Vedic Pac Systems Pvt.

L t d . , p r o m o t e d b y

graduates from IIT,

Kharagpur, is a trusted

and established name for

delivering the finest and

p r e m i u m q u a l i t y

equipment, innovative

technical solutions and proficient customer

support services. Over 30 years of experience

and expertise and a strong client- focused

approach in delivering turnkey solutions to the

confectionary, chocolate, bakery, spice, food &

healthcare industries in India., have enabled

Vedic to attain and sustain an exceptional

reputation of being a capable dependable and

trusted partner to both, its esteemed clients and

its distinguished principals.

Vedic is the exclusive agent, partner and

representative in India, of several renowned and

established companies based in Germany and

European principals. Vedic has a team of skilled

and qualified service engineers providing clients

with comprehensive and extensive onsite

installation services and after- sales support

across India.

Vedic's knowledge centre in Pune exhibits

equipment and has trial / test capabilities to

demonstrate the innovation and excellence of

our solutions. The Sanskrit word 'Veda' means

knowledge and wisdom, and is derived from the

root 'vid', which means “to know”. Vedic has a

vision of being a trusted professional and

entrepreneurial team, commi tted to constant-

learning and a revolutionary approach to meet

the requirements of its clients. Internally, Vedic

promotes the spontaneous and relentless pursuit

of goals and objectives with the highest level of

energy and enthusiasm. Building on the

foundation of integrity and commitment, Vedic

emphasizes on pioneering excellence and

exceeding the expectations of all its partners.

Ingredient Automation + Pneumatic Conveying |

Homogenisers | Emulsif iers | Soft Gel

Encapsulation | Confectionery Plants | Mogul

Lines | Bar Lines | Enrobing |Tempering | Coating |

Metal Detecton| Forming | Powder Sprinkling

Systems | Engineered Wafers | Snack Extrusion

Plants.
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S+S Inspection India Pvt. Ltd.
S+S which is one of the leading

designers and suppliers of all metal

separators for the Food, Pharma and

Spices products. S+S Germany offers a

complete range of all metal detectors

and separators for removing ferrous &

non-ferrous metallic impurities from

product with high sensitivity.

S+S have more than 30 years of experience in

all metal detectors and separators which works

continuously without compromising on

accuracy and reliability. They are specifically

designed to satisfy the stringent demands of

the food. In addition, S+S metal detectors

provide a complete record of quality data for

your production process and traceability.

S+S also provides 'The RAYCON X-ray system'

for packed as well as bulk product. It features

accurate in-line detection of magnetic or non-

magnetic metals, glass, ceramic, stone, bone,
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PVC, rubber, etc., even in metallic or metal-

coated packaging such as foil.The Raycon X-ray

for Packed product inspection software is also

optimized to identify product defects such as

broken, deformed or missing product with

minimal operator training.

Videojet Technologies (I) Pvt. Ltd.

Videojet is a world leading manufacturer of

industrial ink jet systems, Laser Marking printer,

and Thermal transfer over printer, Thermal

Inkjet printers, fluids and accessories for the

product identification industry. With an

industrial printer from Videojet, you can apply

high-quality alphanumeric codes, logos and

graphics to nearly any surface at virtually any

line speed, angle or location on a product or

package. Videojet Technologies Inc, has direct

presence in India throughVideojetTechnologies

(I) Pvt. Ltd. with its corporate office in Navi

Mumbai and Regional offices at Delhi, Chennai,

and Kolkata and access to major remote

locations of India.

Videojet Technologies provides the right

product identification solution through the

broadest range of technologies, such as:-

l Small Character Inkjet Printer for batch

coding widely used in every primary packed

material.

l Large Character Inkjet printer used

primarily for box coding or marking

secondary packaging and other shipping

containers.

l Laser Printer to deliver superior print

quality and permanent engraving coding on

plastic , metal, electronics and other

materials

l Thermal Inkjet printer for barcodes, 2D

barcode, 2D Data Matrix codes, logos and

batch numbers on product packaging

(Porous Surfaces)

l ThermalTransfer Over printer for coding on

flexible packaging (Laminates)
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Chronos Richardson India Pvt. Ltd.

Premier Tech Chronos offers complete,

innovative and integrated solutions for

packaging lines.

With more than 135 years of experience in

developing and manufacturing complete bag

packaging equipment, Premier Tech Chronos

provides a wide range of products including

weighers, baggers, palletizers, robots, stretch

hooders, and material handling systems for all

types of applications in various industries:

· Building Materials

· Pet Food

· Food

· Growing Media

· Feed

· Seeds andCrops

· Chemicals

Premier Tech Chrono is among the largest

packaging equipment manufacturers in the

world and well-known in the flexible packaging

industry for its state-of-the-art machines.Over

1,200 team members based in America, Europe

and Asia contribute to the development of

innovative solutions helping customers to get

the most out of their equipment.

For more information on products and services

please visit www.ptchronos.com
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June Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.
We import & distribute products that complies

to GMP & international regulatory standards.

June For GMP - Good manufacturing Practices

represent a partner to achieve ultimate goal.

Specifically for food and beverage we can offer

range of product as under

T Dools for Cleaning and isinfection

VIKAN - HACCP cleaning and hygiene tool;

NEWAGE- Food grade tubing FOGGER - Fogger;

for fumigation disinfection Specificityand ;

d e t e rge n t a n d c l e a n i n g s o l u t i o n U V;

disinfection system for air/water/conveyor and

surface Protective wear food grade for human;

protection.
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Analytical Parameter

Non contactCO2 concentration in liquid

NonContact Sugar concentration in liquid

Non contactO2 measurement and FAND B
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